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Summing It lip
For This Week
Russell Boaz, well known local
painter, has announced the opening of a paint store in the old City
Motor Company building at 112
Lake Street. The store will be
known at the Boaz Paint Company.
Dickie Colliet of South Fulton
-Fulton was one of three Obion
County 4-H'ers, who were on the
U-T campus Tuesday competing
for state honors, along with 500
other members from all over the
state, in home and farm craft
dernonst ra nor.a.
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The Tennessee State Highway
Department was busy unloading
dirt moving equipment Monday
on the site of the Henry I. Siegel
factory, and construction of the
new road there will start either
Wednesday or Thursday of this
week.
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Vyron Mitchell had charge of
the program at the Lions Club
luncheon-meeting Friday in the
Rose Room of Smith's Cafe.
Mr. Mitchell sang a solo, accompanied on the piano by Mrs.
L. C. Logan. He also reviewed a
book on odd sayings.
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At an adjourned meeting of the
Fulton City Council recently,
eight companies submitted bids
for the construction of the FerryMorse Seed Company building
here.
The apparent low bidder was
Porcum-Lannom, Inc. of Dyersburg, with • bid of $1,151,244.00.
The other companies submittal' bids were: Ramsey Construction Company of Tell City, Ind.,
31,262,346 00; O'Brien and Padgett of Memphis, $1,264,000; H. 0.
Hall Construction Company, Memphis. $1328.927: John Cassidy
Construction Company of Mema. sus:coos: Clark ConstructCompa ray
of
Owensboro,
$1.194.350: Schurman Constrkiction Company of Huntingdon, W.
Vi, $1,320,000; and Robert C.
Crowe arid Company of Memphis, $1,271,000.
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City QC\azes Hi lands on Annexation
10 Days To Reply; Assure
Water, Gas, Sewers, Etc.
If the residents and property owners living in the
Highlands area desire to incorp.orate their area within
the city limits of Fulton, they will have about the best
opportunity they have ever had during the next 10 days,
the Fulton City Council announced this week.
Within the next month the Fulton City Council is going tO extend water, sewerage and other services to the
Ferry-Morse site in Highlands and while this work is in
the planning stage it can enlarge its plans and take in
all of Highlands, the Council decided Monday night.
It all depends on whether the residents want city conveniences, the Council says. No pressure will be put on
anyone to ask for incorporation and if the residents don't
want to come into the city the thought will probably be
dismissed and not again discussed.
In order to get the sentiments of residents and property owners in the Highlands area, a letter was mailed
to each yesterday afternoon explaining the situation and
asking for an expression from each of them.
The letter, which pretty well explains the situation, is
as follows:
Old Smoke Stack
Pulled Down Wednesday
The old smoke stack on the I.
C. broiler room on Carr Street
was pulled down Wednesday
morning at 10. The smoke stack
had not been used in sometime,
and was of no use now that only
oil is being used.

Local News Over
STATION WFUL
7: am. "The Live Wire"
Also 8: am. 1: pm. 5: pas
Bulletins at any time
Volume Twenty-Seven*

To All Residents and Owners of Property in Highlands
Dear Friends:
Because of the location of the Ferry-Morse Seed Co.
plant west of the I. C. Railroad New Yards it has become
necessary for the City of Fulton to make and plan extension
of its facilities to set vi this plant.
To make this extension, only to serve the plant, will
require definite sire lines but it has been suggested, by competent engineers, that for a slightly increased cost the base
lines to the plant could be increased in size to provide services
for the people in, Highlands.
For example: an 8 inch line would provide sewerage for
the plant, while a 12 inch main would provide sewerage to
Highlands. The digging of the ditch would cost little more
for a 12 inch line than for an 8 inch line. There would be
some added cost for 12 inch pipe over 8 inch pipe plus the
extensions of laterals and mains throughout Highlands.
As another example, the plant would need a water tank
of 100,000 gallons capacity. The increese to 150,000 gallon
capacity would provide added pressure and service to Highlands. Vie Ferry-Morse Seed Co. would pay a considerable
part on the cost, of approximately $57,000, for the tank and
the City woulgi,
required to pay the balance.
Of counieli
city could not make any such extension,
unless the
as In the city limits, and in order to get
your views the . uncil has authorized this letter so that by
the response it Could reach certain conclusions.
If the Highlands area is annexed to the City of Fulton,
it would be proposed:
I. That the water line be looped and fire plugs installed

generally over the area.
This would bring about a re-rating of the insurance
ard effect generally a rtduction in rates from 62c per $100.00
of insured valuation to 24c per $100.00.
In addition your property would have primary demand upon the fire department, whereas today you only
have permissive use.
The city would absorb the present water system into
the city system with assumption of the payment of outstanding bonds issued by thq Highlands Water Districts and will
assume future maintenance and extensions.
The present minimum charge for water would be
nullified and a new rate would be established.
2. Your property woald be assessed for taxation as of
April 1, 1959, at the same rate as other property in the city
(75c per $100.00 of assessed valuation) and your assessment
would be Equalized by the regular Equalization Board with
all similar property in the city. The average of assessment in
Fulton today is 30% of the actual valuation. For example:
a piece of property worth $9,000 would be assessed at $2700,
and the city tax would be 27 x 75 or $20.25.
By comparison: you generally insure your residence
for near its full value, and using the same example, the
above property valued at $9,000 may have a residence insured
for $8,000. Your present insurance rate is 62c per $100.00 and
*u present insurance bill is 80 x 62c or $49.60. The new rate
would be 24c per $100.00 or 80 x 24. equals $19.20. Substract
$19.20 from $49.60 and you have an insurance saving of $30.40.
Your household furniture is exempt for taxation but
Continued on Page Eight
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Number Thirty-Four

Large Crowd Present For Formal
Opening Of Willow Plunge Pool

t

A large crowd was present Wednesday evening for the
formal opening of the new Willow Plunge swimming
pool located on the Highway 45 By-Pass across from
the City Park.
The activities, under the direction of Mrs. Robert
Batts, got underway at 2 p. m. There were booths of
all kinds, sponsored by local organizations. The Cub
Scout Carnival was also held in connection with the
opening day activities.
Hammond organ music was -furnished in the afternoon by Neil Ethridge of Jaco's Music Shop of Jackson.
There were two beauty contests in the evening. One

The candidates in the Cub
Queen Contest were:
Laura Hofley, Terasa Fields,
Peggy Reams, Faye Harwood,
Dudley M. Matheny of South
Teresa Carol Pennington, Diane
Fulton, at • preliminary hearing
Mullins, Andrea Melton, Camille
before City Judge H. H. Perce
Roman, Rebecca McKnight, Mary
Monday, waived to the action of
Jo Westpheling, Debby Cantrell,
the Grand Jury. He was charged
Letha Tegethoff and Kathy Fulwith carrying a concealed weapon,
cher.
a pistol His bond was set at
The candidates and their spon$1,000.00. Being unable to make
sors in the "Miss Willow Plunge"
bond, he was sent to the county
contest were:
All at 'Denman.
Carolyn Neeley. A & P Company; Barbara Kupfer. Atkins
Richard C. Strub of Union City,
insurance Company; Joan Carter,
• former employee of The N
was to select-' Miss Wialow-PiemsgeAllfael-the-etiteereseas--adtthidavs; Misr Ann IMMIDOitit,
and TarrUL, was among the can
• were 65 contest- Batts' Hardware Company; Judy
to name the Cub Scout Queen. Theilti
dates awarded degrees at MemFay Stinnett, Browder Milling
phis State Monday night.
ants, sponsored by local merchants in the "Miss Willow Company;
Nancy Faulkner, Brundige SauPlunge" contest, and 13 in the Cub Queen contest.
Mrs. Blanche Williams and
Chester Murrell shared honors at
As quite a few have not paid their pledges, the pool sage Company; Lynn Bushart, H.
H. Bugg Grocery; Lutrecia Bena birthday dinner laid Sunday at
was not completed so that swimming could be enjoyed, nett, Builder's Supply; Cynthia
the home of her son, Mr. and Mrs.
Campbell, A. C. Butts 8z 9ons;
as previously planned.
Murrell Williams, of Cayce, when
Paul Westpheling was master Gene Williamson had charge of Sondra Stephens, Cannon Insurmembers of her Sunday 9chool
of ceremonies of the queen con- the Cub Queen Contest, and the ance Company; Susan McDaniel,
class surprised them with a dintest.
Rotary Club had charge of the City Drug; Patsy Fall, City Naner. Hostesses for the day were
tional Bank; Anne Fall, Clarice
Mrs. Fred Homra and Mrs. "Miss Willow Plunge" contest.
Mr. and Mrs. Murrell Williams.
Shop; Patsy Smith, Coca-Cola
Jimmy and Eddie.
Bottling Company; Sydney CelliMilburn Connor was elected
ham, Derby Cafe; Dorris Harris,
A
NEW
FINE
RESIDENTIA
L
AREA
diagonal
lines,
is
in
process
of annexation
president of the South Fulton
Dotty Shop;
Athletic Association at a meeting MIGHT DEVELOP IN THE HIGH- now, and will include Ferry-Morse acreNancy Crews, Duke's Auto
held recently. Other officers LANDS IF the City finds that the resiParts; Betty Ann Powell, Evers
age and plant (Ferry-Morse building is
chosen included—Harry Reams,
Drug; Diana Cunningham, Westdents and property owners favor incor- indicated above with square containing
vice president; Lester Betty, secern Auto; Joy Vincent; Fry's Shoe
In the 4-H division of the an- Ward Burnette, the aged cow.
poration. The extension of gas and sewer "X".) Proposed incorporation would in- nual Purchase District Dairy In the 4-H Guernsey: Senior Store; Ella Doyle, Fulton Bank;
retary-treasurer.
lines
and lowering of insurance and water clude all of Highlands north to Middle Show at Mayfield Monday Ward Calf—Pattie Hixson, first; Junior Nancy Dame, Fulton Hardware;
The Rev, Oakley Woodside,
Jane Peeples, Fulton Loan Compastor of the Cumberland Pres- rates. plus other city advantages, is offer- Road and west to old roadbed west of. and Burnette of Fulton showed the champion—Pattie Hixson, with pany; Peggy Counce, Fulton News
Grand Champon Jersey. George senior calf.
byterian Church of Fulton, con- ed this week to the area within the solid
parallel to, Stephens Street.
Stand; Patsy Brown, Fulton Paint
Burnette of Fulton won junior
A Fulton Guernsey breeder and
ducted a revival at Rutherford,
Continued On Pape Fly.
black line (above). Area at right, with
and senior 4-H showmanship.
Holstein
from
a
raiser
Friendship,
Continued on Page tight
Included in the other top fin- Tenn., dominated those divisions
ishers in the showmanship con- in showings at the Purchase Distest, in the 4-H senior division trict Fair at Mayfield Tuesday.
(over 14 years old), was Ward
Willow Wilde Farm of Elmer
Burnette of Fulton.
Show results of local young- Hixson and Cecil Burnette paradThe Fulton Little League team
sters by classes and breeds were ed their three-year-old Guernsey
defeated the Water Valley Little
4-H Jersey: Senior calf—George cow, "Willow Wilde Noble Lois,"
The Fulton High football season lege.
Leaguers by a score of 6 to 4 in a
Burnette, blue ribboh, Billy Bur- to the grand championship after
will open here on Sept. 5, with
The 1958 Fulton Bulldogs are:
game played at the Little League
nette, blue ribbon and Weaver she clinched the senior championthe local Bulldogs playing CritAppeals to the Department of
ship. Little Pattie Hixson had the
Lynn Newton, No. 4, a 10th park here Tuesday evening.
Dickerson,
blue ribbon.
C.
F.
Fowler, Chairman of the
tenden County. The second game grader, weighing 120 pounds,
In the Pony League the Water
junior champion Guernsey, "Wil- Public Safety by the owners of
Junior
yearling—Billy
Burtwo buildings in Fulton, which
of the seasbn will be with Sharon playing position. HB; Ronnie Vally boys were winners over the Tabulation Board for the Obion nette; Senior yearling, Weaver low Wilde Noble Ella."
County ASC Election Committee,
had been declared "fire hazards"
there on Sept. 12.
Winston, No. 5, 9th grade, 120 local team by a score of 5 to 1.
Dickerson;
Junior
champion—
announces the names of the Comby the State Fire Marshal, have
The remainder of the schedule pounds, QB; Jim Bushart, No. 6,
Burnette,
Billy
yearling)
(junior
munity Committeemen elected in
TO RAVE BARBECUE
PLEASE PAY PLEDGES
been denied, according to letters
will be as follows: Sept. 19, at 10th grade. 130 pounds. G; Roy
Two-year-old—Wa
first;
Burrd
All of those who made pledges the county wide election complet- nette, first; Four-year-old—Billy 'the American Legion and Auxi- received by Fulton Fire Chief
Martin; Sept. 26, with Ridgely Morrow, No. 7, one letter. 11th
August 12.
"Nemo" Williams.
here; Oct. 3, with Murray here; grade, 145 pounds, E; Richard to the swimming pool fund are ed
Community 1—Chairman, Ro- Burnette, first; Five-year-old— liary will have a family barbecue
Letters were sent Tuesday to
Oct. 10, with Morganfield here; Cardwell. Nb. 9, two letters, 12th asked to pay them ndw, as the
Burnette,
Ward
George
first;
Bursupper
7
Thursday
(top.
m..
at
Giese°,
brt
vice
chairman,
Nelson
the Milner Hotel Chain, Detroit,
pool cannot be completed until
Oct. 17, at Gleason; Oct. 24, open; grade, 150 pounds, E.
nette,
ribbon,
blue
Don
and
BurFulton
night),
the
Park.
City
at
Bonduraat,
regular
member, Presowners of the Earle Hotel here,
Oct. 30, South Fulton there; Nov.
blue ribbon.
Charlie Forrest, No. 11, two let- more money is received, accord- ton Gray; first alternate, H.
The Legion will furnish the barL nette,
ing to Joe Tress, president of the
7, at Dresden; and Nov. 14, open.
Senior and grand champion— becue and the Auxiliary will fur- and Mrs. Will Whitnel, owner of
Continued On Pope Five
the bus station building, asking
Willow Plunge Pool Corporation.
Continued on Pape Sight
"Inspiration Golden Jeweler," nish salads and desserts.
The home games will be played
them to take immediate action in
at 7:45 p. m.
having the buildings torn down.
Head coach again this year is
Charles Thomas, a graduate of
Memphis State, and his new assistant is Joe Caldwell, a graduate
(By Jo Wentpheling
Nklle doesn't take to the shell- sea-going vessels have gangAboard we met the wife of the him guiding her like a seeing-eye
of Henderson State Teachers Coland Mary Nelle Wright)
ed creatures (raw) as I do, so we planks (steps) alongside to go executive officer who was a per- dog, she finally made it down.
decided to go to Jim Moran's Ls aboard and I started up the fifty fectly delightful British lady who
Her experiefice aboard a ship
So we finally got to New Luisanne restaurant where we
foot climb and thought "old salt" had a sister living in Newport, ...(she talks about going aboard
Principal Lester Betty of 9outh
Orleans on Wednesday afternoon were given the "treatment." Serwas right behind. Like heck she Ky. Soon her husband came on when Don is stationed overseas Fulton School wishes to announce
and the first thing I wanted to vice out of this world, and then
was. I turned back to see Mary deck and he was a movie version somewhere) made her unable to that registration of students in
do was take a tour of the French coffee with burning brandy in
Nelle at the foot of the steps, get- of a Swedish mate. In his clip- get around most of the day.
grades nine through 12 will be
Quarter to see if everything was the dimmed lights of the restaur- ting
paler all the time at the ped, fascinating accent we talked
Well, on Thursday night my held in the high school building
as I left it nearly 30 years ago. ant . . . turned out just for us.
thought of the climb She was be- on and on about the ship's desti- brother, my sister, my neices and Friday afternoon, Aug. 22, at 1:30.
It was! We checked in at the
And so the next day we took ipg urged to ascend by the wharf nation (Australia, Japan, etc.) and nephews all had things planned No buses will run but all who can
Monteleone Hotel and after get- to the quarters and it was there
attendant and she climbed a few all the while I could see that Mary for us . . . seafood dinner, New get in are urged to register at this
ting organized called by brother, that Mary Nelle met her Water- steps
and promptly went back Nelle was getting paler by the Orleans hospitality. etc. and when time.
Cecil Watson of Crutchfield, sister, nieces and nephews and loo Driving along the wharves, down. Would you
believe that girl minute thinking of the descent. came time to partake of that sip
Those who register on rriday
charged with attempted armed found that our unexpected visit "old Navy Salt" Mary Nelle was
plain, durned sea sick LOOK- We finally had to go, and while of New Orleans coffee and dough- will not report on Monday, but
robbery, was bound over to the had them involved for the even- thought it would be "wonderful" ING
ship,
at that
much less board- all the Swedish sailors on top deck nuts at the Morning Call Cafe in will assemble again on Tuesday
action of the Grand Jury, at a ing. Just as well. We were tired, to visit one of the ships in
port. ing it.
kept telling Mary Nelle that she the Quarters we were pretty morning.
preliminary hearing before City wanted to have a good dinner, We drove right up to the ship,
After two or three starts the could make it . . . reminded me pooped.
On Monday, Aug. 23, buses will
Judge H. H. Perce Tuesday morn- and then start out bright and asked the wharf attendant if we wharf attendant
got tired of urg- of a mountain-climber with acroEnter Mary Nelle
run and students in grades one
ing.
early the next day.
might go oboard, and said he: ing her to go ahead and finally phobia . . . she made a few atYep, that's just as true as can through eight will register and
His bond was set at $5,000 00,
We sauntered into one of my "Try, the only thing they can do took her by the hand and the tempts to make the climb down- be, Jo—that ole water down be- any students
in grides nine
ancl being unable to make bond 'favorite eating pastimes, an oyster Is tell you to get off." We tried. two of them came aboard. Shak- ward. Didn't do it. Finally the low me justo"threw me when I through 12, who failed to register
was taken to the county jail at bar, where I could have Platen Got on.
ing his head, he went down, but first mate told her to close her looked down between those high on Friday should also report on
Hickman.
I all the oysters in the bay. Mary
Now you well know that these fast.
eyes, take off her shoes, and with
Contented on Pape Ftve
Monday.

Ward Burnette Of Fulton Shows
Grand Champion Jersey At Fair

Fulton High Football Schedule
Opens With Crittenden September5

Fulton And Water
Valley Split Games

Community
Committeemen
Are Elected

Sea Faring(?.?) Traveler gets Seasick on dry land

Cecil Watson
Bound Over To
Grand Jury Here

Earle Hotel And
Bus Station To
Be Torn Down

South Fulton
School Opens

fr
Kentucky, Already Hard On Employers, Will Be
Vicious If Fund Reserve Is Deliberately Drained
Compensation Insurance burden on
Kentucky employers, who have alexisting industries and business in
share
fair
their
ready done more than
Kentucky will retard business growth
thr
in
unemployed
the
to support
in the Commonwealth. Business of
State through an unemployment tax
necessity must find ways to cut down
levy, are going to fork over unpreon costs. . . the result in the long run
cedented amounts to the unemployed
will be to diminish job opportunity
1st.
beginning next January
than expand job opportunity.
rather
on
based
is
schedule
The new tax
"Prospects of Kentucky's getting
taxable payrolls under $3000 per year
business will continue to diminnew
per employee and does not reflect pen"word gets around" that Kenas
ish
alties, should one's fund be exhausted.
'hard" on employers because
is
tucky
It is as follows:
they must support an unfair and treJanuary 1, 1959
Now
mendous welfare load. New business
0.6%
0%
Kentucky for a location
considering
1.2 to 1.8%
0.9%
see that they cannot afquickly
will
2.7%
1.8%
under such a handihere
start
to
ford
2.7%
2.7%
cap.
On top of this, Governor Chandler
session
special
a
calling
"In comparison, an article in "Busiis considering
ness Week", dated March 29L 1958,
of the General Assembly to extend
unemployment benefits for thirteen
ihowed Kentucky paying a gross averexwould
age to the unemployed individual of
more weeks. Such an act
more
fund
reserve
$645.84. In this comparison, West
hatist the current
additional
an
cause
would
and
Virginia paid $546.25, Ohio $770.88,
rapidly
Indiana $362.57, Illinois $572.47, Misemployer tax to help restore the desouri $443.34, Tennessee $492.66. Takpleted fund.
ing a look at our other competition for
business
serious
a
mean
This could
new industry, Alabama paid $383.01,
situation for Kentucky firm. It would
Arkansas $329.76, Georgia $444.41,
add another increase to the cost of
a $343.95, Mississippi
Louisian
doing business, and would certainly
Carolina $497.25,
North
$419.40,
proexpansion
damage the industrial
and Virginia
$394.38
Carolina
South
State.
the
throughout
gram
$280.68.
We go along with the thinking of
"The article in "Business Week"
Commerce,
of
Chamber
the Kentucky
further shows Kentucky having a
which believes that if an expanded
produration of benefits which is third
unemployment - compensation
high . . . in the nation. Kentucky in
gram must be effected, the money
comparison ranks 31st on amount
this
than
sources
should come from other
weekly benefits paid. Kenaverage
of
throughemployers
the
of
pockets
the
tucky ranks second in the number of
out the State. Says the State C of C
weeks it pays benefits. Kentucky
this week:
ranks eleventh in gross average bene"Kentucky's manufacturers and
paid to the unemployed individfits
rate
a
paying
businesses are already
Those who rank ahead of Kenual.
to
compared
when
high
excessively
tucky are Alaska, California, Constates in the industrial North and
necticut, Nevada, New Jersey, New
East, and far more to its unemployed
York. Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania
than other southern states. This is a
Washington. It can be seen that
and
in
Kentucky
in
hardship on business
all these areas enjoy a much more
its need to be competitive.
wealthy economic position."
"Increasing the Unemployment

derived from such

the benefits to be
we surely respect your
Highlands Residents and Property-Owners To Decide • annexation,
"no." But please, as
vote
to
judgment
not close your Mind
do
aire
citizen,
Question
Sends
Council
good
a
On Annexation; City
for reasons that are

to the matter
This morning the Fulton City Coun- and police protection could be offered. purely selfish.
And these conveniences will be
cil mailed letters to residents and proStudy both sides and then vote.
available pending the wishes of the
perty-owners in the Highlands seekHighlands residents at the proper
ing their views regarding annexation
time, if they are brought into the city
LETTERS TO
of that area within the city limits. The
limits.
letter contains pentinent information
THE EDITORS
We have long advocated the anregarding insurance rates, tax rates,
water rates and other information
nexation of the Highlands as a step
THE NEWS welcomes expresconcerning the annexation plan. The
toward progress for the people living
sions from its readers. Such
Sams eau.dt be signed but
letter also contain a ballot asking the
in that area. Now, however, it appears
name will be emmitted from I
beautithe
since
Say
to
residents and property-owners
ever more desirable
publication if requested.
"yes" or "no" as to whether they wish
ful, new Ferry-Morse Seed Company
Aug. 11, 1958
to be annexed into the city limits.
plant will be built there. The City
Editors :
Dear
of Fulton has announced that a sewThe question of annexation for the
Enclosed is a check for • year's
age system will be laid out to the new
Highlands has been before the Fulton
subscription.
overan
also
and
plant
company
seed
City Council for several years. At a
It is always so nice to get a
head water tank will be erected for
letter from home, and that is
mass meeting in the past the majority
what The News is to us
the convenience of Ferry-Morse. With
of the residents of the Highlands indiFulton is still home to us altho
beall these wonderful improvements
cated that they did not want annexawe have been away for 14 years
almost
seems
it
area
ing made in the
ion and active consideration of the
You Uke to keep up with the progress of your hometown and to
foolish to fool with septic tanks, high
matter was dropped.
read about old friends and we
water rates, low water pressure, unThe situation today is far different
can do that thanks to your
nuikept streets an da score of other
PaPer.
from what it was a few years ago, in
s
improvement
modern
Tell our good friend. Outdo,. hi
when
sances
many respects .For one thing, the
always enjoy her column.
I
us
of
all
of
reach
easy
are within
Highlands, out of the city limits, is
Sincerely yours,
We ask that every resident and pronot under the jurisdiction of the PlanCharles and Juanita Arno
study
Highlands
the
of
perty-owner
ning and Zoning Commission and
615 E Walnut St.
carefully the letter sent out by the
Booneville. Ind
thereby the area is becoming increasjudgyour
in
If,
Council.
City
Fulton
ingly more commercialized, lessening
been accepted for Junior memment you think that living can be
bership in the American Guernits attractiveness as a strictly resisey Cattle Club since this promade more pleasant by such an andential area. However there are many
gram started in June.
"yes"
vote
you
that
urge
we
nexation
beautiful homes in the Highlands and
Requirements for junior memfor annexation.
many more can be built if such conbership in the A.00C are simple .
Young people must be individual
On the other hand, if you fail to see
veniences as sewage, streetlights, fire
of one or more purebred

SERIKONErTE OF THE WEER
ve •

Speak Up For Decency
men got the type of entertainment
they really preferred—not what a
Director of the Christophers
small minority "assumed" they wanted.
Recently a man in St. Louis turned
regarded
he
because
We sometimes forget that every
show
off a TV
person has a pretty fair idea of what
it as unsuitable entertainment for his
is decent and what is indecent. God
family. His comment was: "That is
has given us all a sense of right and
the type of thing that twenty-five
wrong. It only takes a little effort to
years ago was burlesque—for men
our convictions and others will
follow
only."
fall in line.
MILLIONS of decent Americans
are shocked by the increasing vulRemember that every newspaper,
garity and depravity being circulated
magazine and book publisher, every
in print, over the air, and in films.
radio. TV, and movie company is deAnd the recent wave of delinquency
pendant upon vou for its very suris evidence that their worst fears are
vival. Their business Is to serve you—
well-grounded.
not dominate you.
But you are in a position to see that
YOU HOLD the purse strings.
the literary and entertainment fields
Every dollar you spend can be a vote
are distinguished by good taste and
for or against decency. You must be
decency. Don't underestimate what
the judge. Your power to be selective
one person like you can do. With
can be a decisive one. Stir up others
God's help, your courageous stand can
to approve or disapprove quickly and
have a telling effect.
forcefully, and you will do much to
A BUSINESSMAN in Oklahoma
raise the standards of literature and
recently proved this. He belongs to sz
entertainment.
business group, exemplary in all reIn meeting this growing problem,
spects except one. The entertainment
first of all, be just and fair. Recognize
at their annual party was, as he put
the efforts of publishers and producit, "an insult to any normal person
ers to maintain high standards. Ocand debasing to say the least"
casionally write to congratulate them
When he protested to the manageon their good work and assure them
ment, they gave him the usual answof your prayers to help them fulfill
er. "That's what the men want." Not
their responsibility to the public.
satisfied, he challenged them to poll
FURTHERMORE, make sure to be
the membership by mail. The results
and constructive—not merely
positive
surprised everybody. 77e; of the men
and critical. Good literature
negative
voted for a change to decency. The
and entertainment means far more
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS than absence of filth, just as health
means much more than the avoidance
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
of
disease.
judging
Association
Press
In 1954 Kentucky
it is ... the rest is up to you.
There
Fulin
Successor of various weekly papers
In a thousand ways you can do much
ton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
to improve our moral standards if you
Fulton, Kentucky
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LIGHT
The light that shines the farthest
shines brightest at home.
—Bruce E. Baxter
It is not necessary to light a candle
in the sun.
—Algernon Sidney
The taper unseen in sunlight cheers
the dar ess.
—Mary Baker Eddy
\•_

Anna Ruth Hardy
Accepted For
Junior Membership

a FROM THE FILM:—

Turning BackThe Clock-Angina 19, 1938
Enthusiasm and interest was
manifested on all sides in the
Farm Bureau Picnic and Fat Hog
and Cattle Shows, which were
held at the fair grounds in Fulton,
Wednesday. Competition was
keen among the 4-H Club boys
and girls, and more than 1,000
farmers of Fulton and Hickman
counties participated in the celebration.
In the fat hog show Robert Jeffries took first honors, and Harold Pewitt was second. Raymond
Harrison was first and Joe Bazzell second in ,tijs breeding gilt
show.
The Carrigan family was tops
in the fat cattle show with Maxine
Garrigan taking first, Lucy Garrigan, fourth and Ann Carrigan.
fifth. Lee Adams won second
award in this contest.
The annual Fulton County Fair
will start at the Fairgrounds here
Tuesday night, Aug. 23, with a
horse show sponsored by the
Young Business Men's Club of
Fulton. Len Askey, who is in
charge of the Horse show states
that already a large number of
entries have bee* made in the
various classes, and an especially
good show and attendance is expected.

Harold Peeples. H. L. Hardy, Jr.,
Vernon Owen, C. A. Boyd. James
Robert Powers
Another story by Mrs. Clarence Reed of Fulton will appear
in the Aug. 27 issue of The Saturday Evening Post. Mrs. Reed
writes under the peomprame of
Curlin Reed, and has had a number of stories published in leading
magazines in the past few years.
The Fulton Baseball Association. faced with a treasury that is
p -actically empty, with another
month of the present season to go.
•
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wright of
of
Fulton announce the marriage
their daughter. Marian Wester
Wright, to James Alan Bredigo of
South Gate, California. Monday,
August 15, in El Paso, Texas.

Anna Ruth Hardy of Fulton
'Ras been accepted for Junior
Membership in The American
Guernsey Cattle Club.
By qualifying as a Junior
Member of the AOCC. Anna will
receive a atemberthip certificate
and have the privilege of registering her Guernsey at the low member rate. This junior memberBIG INVESTMENT
ship will be in effect until the
Atomic Energy ConunisThe
of
years
'12
reaches
new member
sion's plant at Paducah. KY.,
age.
represents an investment of about
Nearly 900 young people from 788 million dollars.
have
States
all over the United

Miss Ethel Rogers, eldest
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
Rogers of Hickman, was united in
marriage to Mr. Willie B. Cole,
eldest son of Mr. and Mrs. W. R.
Cole of this city on Saturday afternoon at 2 with W. D. Thomasson reading the single ring ceremony.

around town with

Oujda Jewell
Many people believe that the life
of a reporter is an easy one, and
sometimes that is true. But, believe you me, things get mighty
trying sometimes, and everything
seems to go wrong.
Now, one reading the paper
would not think that writing a
story on a Farm Bureau Picnic,
calf show and queen contest,
would be much of a problem, but
let me tell you, it can be quite
a headache.
For example, last Wednesday
was press-day, and that is always
a busy day. County Agent John
Watts called to say that if I could
come out about 12:30 or 1 p. m., I
could get the winners for the
paper.
At noon, I dashed home for
lunch, then on out to the City
Park. I was in a big rush to get
beck to the office, but didn't see
one plate I could park. There was
some space out in the middle of
the field to my right, but I
couldn't see how to get to it.
There is a sign reading "no
parking" in a certain section next
to the tennis Court As there was
already one car parked in that
section and I could see no other
place, I decidtd to park there for
a few minutes—long enough to
get the story.
After getting out of my car, I
was ordered by a policeman to
move. That hurt my feelings. I
moved on down the street. I found
one place, but my car was too
long to back into it, and had to
go on. Seeing no place to stop, I
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BOUQUET: Hope you folks got to see some of the recent
Ben System Science Series TV programs. They were "Our
Mr. Sun," "Herno the Magnificent," and "The Strange
Case'of the Cosmic Rays". You'll be interested to know
they've recently received the Thomas A. Edison Foundation award as the best science television program for youth
in 1957. We are happy we can announce that other fine
science films are in the making for the future enjoyment
of you and your children. Watch for the program times
to be announced later.
•

•

*

*

•

HOW MANY PHONES would you guess there are in7Dixie? One million? Three million? Five million? The last
figure would have been a good guess 28 months ago. But
recently in North Carolina Southern Bell installed the SIX
MILLIONTH PHONE! This is significant because every
new telephone means expanded service. This means more
of us than ever before can make calls or be called ... more
of us can enjoy new services ... more of us can take life
just a little easier because of telephones—yours and mine
and six million others.
•
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TRYING A NEW RECIPE? "Bring to a boil, stir
constantly ..." That's
where you are when the
phone rings. Ordinarily
you'd be in a complete
tizzy, but not now—not
since you got that wonderful kitchen wall phone. It's
so easy to keep right on
stirring while you chat with
a neighbor ... attend to
any
answer
one of the countless calls
or
...
errands
some
that come to a busy housewife all day long. And aren't
you glad you decided on the special model built for busy
kitchens! Saves you so many steps ... makes you realize
how wonderful it is to have convenient extension phones
all through the house—an extra phone in the bath, for
instance. If you're not one of these lucky ladies living in
telephone luxury, just call our business office. You'll have
low-cost extension phones in a jiffy! .

decided to not get a story and
return to the office. Then, I said,
"I can't do that. Jo's expecting
a story and two plates of barbecue." Then, around the curve on
the back side, near where the,
city dump used to be, I found
what looked like a very good
place, and there was no "no parking" sign or policeman in sight.
I made sure I parked off of the
pavement and was about to get
out of my car when another
policeman showed up. He said I
fwiealsd.blocking cars parked in the
He offered to show me a way
to get into the field and to drive
down through the field to the
front near the barbecue stand. By
that time I was in tears. I decided again to -eturn to the office •
and drove on.
Finally, another spot showed up
just before I got V the last turn
of the back stretch, and as I
drove through the ditch and over
two logs, It sounded as if my car
might be flying apart.
After walking a "half-mile"
back to picnic grounds, I finally
got my story and Jo's two plates,
but I can assure you I was in no
pleasant mood when I returned to
the office. Things like this make
news reporting a very tiring job
sometimes.
It is my opinion that the City
Park needs more adequate parking areas, as situations like this
arise everytime a large crowd
gathers there,
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Miss Frances Poyner. daughter
of F. H. Poyner of Memphis.
Tenn., became the bride of Riley
Denington, son of Rev. and Mrs.
Denington of Melber, Ky., Mon'day night, August 8, in the horse
of the groora's brother, Paul Denington, in Fort Myers, Florida.

Fulton tennis stars entered the
annual tournament held at Paducah Thursday. The Fulton mem
participating are Hendon Wright,

owners
Guernseys, and at least one of
the animals must be registered
or become registered at the time
the youngsters application for
membership is processed. Applications for membership must be
endorsed by • State 4-H Club
Leader, County 4-1f Club Agent,
County Agricultural Agent. Vocational Agricultural Supervisor,
or an adult member of the AOCC.
Pull details on the new Junior
Membership Program may be obtained from The American Guernsey Cattle Club. Peterborough,
New Hampahhe.
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City Schools To Receive
Allotment Of $48,005.00

CAYCE NEWS
Clarice Bondurant—
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Floyd Dedmon
Joins Dixie Mill

Church-.

He and his wife own their horns
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Wade
and sons Kenny Lane and Andy
tricts was announced Friday by
in South Fulton.
are enjoying a nice vacation trip
Dr. Robert R. Martin, superintenFloyd Dedinon is now antooiatto Los Angeles, Calif. and other
dent of public instruction.
GO TO CIITYRCIf SUNDAY
This sum is being withheld for
points of interest. They are visit- ed with the Dixie Mobile Milling
Company,
according
to
Dr.
H.
W.
distribution after gathering of
ing Mrs. Wade's alder Mrs. Frank
final data about advances in
Haskell and family in Los Ange- Connaughton, owner.
Complete Line
teacher training this summer, and
les.
Mr. Dedmon, who has been emany growth in pupil load that
ployed as office supply man at the CIearino Aid Batteries
Mrs.
Edna
Alexander
is
visitshows up during the first two
ing her sister Mrs. Ethel Oliver Daily Leader for the past two For all makes of hearing aide
months of the school term this
years took over his new duties as VIM see Hearing Ala Departin Memphis, Tenn.
fall.
salesman on Monday of this week.
at your first opportunity.
Mrs.
P'rankie McClellan spent
The tentative allotments are
several days last week with Mr.
Mr. Dedmon is a member of the
made at this time so that school
CITY DRUG CO,
and Mrs. Lum McClellan in Hick- South Fulton City Council and is
districts can prepare their budNM Lake Street
Phase 70
man, Ky.
active in the First Methodist
gets with some knowledge of what
to expect in the way of State-aid
Moseley is improving nice• DUKEDOM RT. 2 •PIERCE STATION leyEddie
funds.
following a tonselectomy in
Mrs.
Charles
DR. R. V.PUTNAM AND DR.SHELTON OWENS
Lowe
•
Mrs.
0. F. Taylor•
Under the tentative allotments,
Obion County Hospital Monday.
the school district, will be requirMr. and Mrs. Joe Bondurant
ed to raise $4,000,000 from local
Bro. Robert Moore filled his
The sun is shining, but its a
of Beaumont, Texas are spendtax sources—an increase of $2,regular
appointment
at
Johnson
nice and cool Monday morning.
100,000 over last year as their
Grove Sunday morning and night. ing their vacation with his parAnnounce removal of their office from
share of support of the fundation
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson vis- He and Mrs. Moore were guest in ents Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bondtheir present location at 309 Main Street
program.
ited Mrs. Helen Coltharp in the the home of Mrs. C E. Lowe. Mr. urant.
to 309 Carr Street for the practice of
Hillview Hospital awhile Sunday, and Mrs. Jack Lowe and Jane
Mrs. Wilma Tyson and daughter of Jasper, Ga. are visiting
Optometry.
manufacture of glass and fiber- she is not improving as fast as were dinner guests also.
she'd like to, but hope to come
The Revival meeting closed at her parents Mr and Mrs. Overby.
glass products.
Office hours will continue the same,
Johnson Grove Wednesday night
Corning Glass Company, Corn- home this week.
We were glad to see Mrs. Ora.
from 8:30 a. m. to 5:00 p. m. daily
Mr. and Mrs. Pug Puckett spent there were several additions.
ing, N. Y., already has contracted
Oliver at her home here for a
with the Murray company for 20,- the weekend with their son and
Mr. and Mrs. William Greer few hours Saturday.
309 Can St.
Fulton. Ky.
Photte 84
000 tons of Calloway County silica family Mr. and Mrs. Norman and children Pam and
Dennis
Mrs. Pearl Fisher of Memphis,
a year.
Puckett and Sue of Lone Oak. spent the weekend in Nashville
Tenn. spent one day last week
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Taylor alth Mrs. Greers sisters Mrs. with
The deposit is located along
Mrs. Ruth Cloys.
An extensive high-purity silica
Blood River, three miles south of were the Sunday dinner guests Jack Raymond and family.
deposit, which has possibilities of the Calloway County community of
Johnnie
Stayton went back to
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore
Mrs. Kenneth Hutchens and
more than a 1,000,000-ton reserve, of New Concord, oldest settleand James Earl.
baby of Chicago and Mrs. Johnny Memphis. Saturday for a check
has been discovered in Calloway ment in the county.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Winstead, Sharpe and children of Fulton up he is feeling fine now and
County.
Shortly after Ezell discovered their daughter in law and her spent Sunday with Mr and Mrs. the doctor has discharged him
Preliminary s t u di es which the silica deposit, the Murray
for a while. We hope he continues
children of Akron, Ohio are here Kelly French.
brought out the high quality of Chamber of Commerce in cooperMr. and Mrs. P. M Robinson of to improve.
visiting in the Bill Matthews home.
the silica and the potential of the ation with the State Department
A large crowd from here atMr. and Mrs. A. A. McQuire Jackson, Tenn. were Sunday guests
deposit prompted Dorris Ezell, of Economic Development asked
of her sister Mrs. Lshum Conner tended the Annual Farm Bureau
were
the Sunday dinner guests
discoverer of the pit, and a busi- the Kentucky Geological Survey
picnic at Fulton Wednesday.
of Mr and Mrs. Noble Melton, and Mr. Conner.
ness associate, Tommy D. Taylor, to investigate the possibilities.
Mrs. Boots McConnaughhay and
other
guests
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Dalse
Murray automobile dealer and a
explorations
Bondurant
and
tests
The
and
baby of Memphis, spent the week
brother of Dan Taylor of Fulton, were made by Preston McGrain Joe Work and Bro and Mrs. end with • her parents Mr. and Clarice spent Sunday afternoon
Mayes.
with
Mr.
to form a processing company assistant State geologist, and an
and Mrs. Malcolm InMrs. George Cooley. Terry reknown as Murray Sand Company. assistant, Thomas C. Crawford.
Mrs. James Ellegood and Tre- turned home with her after spend- man.
Taylor is president and Ezell is The Kentucky Geological Survey mon D. of Arlington, Mrs. Jo ing some time with his grand=
secretary and treasurer.
plans to continue its studies and Ann E2legood and her girl friend parents.
Capitalized at approximately explorations in the Blood River of Mayfieki called in the 'Fremon
Mrs. Pearl Brice of Hickman
$100,000. the company plans to section in an effort to determine Rickman home awhile Sunday spent last week with her sister
acreserve,
silica
the
extent
of
p. m•
start processing the silica in a
Mrs. Maggie Cape.
$75,000 plant it is building at Mur- cording to McGrain.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor visBert Rogers has been dischargcomafter
report
McGrain, in a
ray early this fall, possibly by
ited in the W. L. Rowland home ed from a Hospital in Memphis
Oct. 1. Most of the stock in the pletion of the survey's early late Sunday afternoon.
and is back in his home.
company has been bought by studies, said "the discovery of a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Tremon
Rickman,
RETURNS FROM HOSPITAL
Murray and Calloway County deposit of high-purity silica sand Mr. and Mrs. Harry Yates and
along Blood River . .. could posMrs. Charles McMorris was reresidents.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T.
E.
House
attendturned home from the Baptist
High-purity silica, which chemi- sibly bring new and expanded in- ed
presetting
iservitle at able
cally is silicon dioxide, is a sandy dustry into Western Kentucky.
Union Church near Latham Sun- Hospital in a Hornbeak ambulance last Wednesday.
substance used principally in the
day.
Mr. Reuben Yates is not tinWe hay. complot• stocks
proving very fast at his home
Accurst.
near Pilot Oak,
WORKMANSHIP
Miss Constance Jones left SunWillow Wilde Ftrm of Fulton.
day
for
and
extended
visit
with
the
honors
in
Ky. carried off top
Al Low Cost
for HOME and FARM
Weakley County Dairy Show at her bbrother, Bro. Horace Jones Watches, Maks and Theo
and
family
of
Raleigh,
N.
C.
Sharon Friday.
Plasm at Al Elsa AriaMachines
The firm, owned by Cecil gurMr. and Mrs. Tommie Moore est* bigailred at Low Oast
BENNETT ELECTRIC nett and Elmer Hixon, showed1the and Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey bF•
grand champion, senior champion were visitors in the Everett Carr
PHONE 201
FULTON and
ANDREWS
junior champion.
home awhile Sunday p. m.
The senior and grand champion
Jewelry
Company
GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY
is Willow Wilde's Noble Lois
year
place
last
second
took
which
BOYS' DUCKHEAD
Fulton-Union City highway
In a national exhibit at Waterloo,
Children under lkalways admitt- la.
TWO GREAT ACTION
ed free when in cars.
The junior championship went
to Willow Wilde's Noble Ella,
H—I—T---S !
SATURDAY, AUG. 23
owned by Patty Hixon, daughter
(Starts at 8:55)
of Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Hixon.
LAST OF THE BADMEN
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
Sanforized, 10-oz denim;
With George Montgomery
also
Sizes 6 to 16
Ar
(Starts at 7:30 and 10:15)
PANAMA SAL
With Elena Verdago
YOUNG MEN'S
The University of Kentucky
SUN-MON-TUE., Aug. 24-25-26 awarded 435 degrees—almost half
of them on the graduate level—
SEE IT NOW AT
at its final summer commenceREGULAR ADMISSION
ment program Friday, Aug. 1, in
(Starts at 8:55)
,---"--'0•••••1=111/116at
Memorial Coliseum.
THE LONG HOT SUMMER
Also—Today TV (color cartoon- -in Cinernascopsn
class
in
the
Students
summer
With Joan Woodward
are from 74 of Kentucky's 120
also
counties, 17 other states, and one
SPOILERS OF THE FOREST
foreign country, according to Dr.
With Rod Cameron
Charles F. Elton, dean of admisWED-THUIL, AUG. 27-28
sions and registrar at the Uni(Starts at 8:50)
versity.
In the future, all degrees will
RATTLE HYMN
CHILDREN'S
be awarded in ceremonies at the
With Rock Hudson
end of the second semester.
also
Among the candidates for
(Starts at 715)
bachelor degrees is Robert Carney
THE DISEMBODIED
of Fulton.
With Billy Burke
The foundation program for
education will be financed this
school year at a cost to the State
of W,689,300—an increase of $2,1188,800 over last year.
Of this sum, Fulton City schools
will receive $48,005 as compared
to $50,464 last year. The Fulton
County Schools will receive $210,as compared to $210,200 last
year.
This record sum means common
schools alone will get 46 cents of
every general-fund dollar the
State spends this year, not counting money being spent from surplus for capital outlay.
For all of public education, the
State will spend almost 63 cents
of every general fund dollar this
year, exclusive of its expentitiures
from surplus.
The tentative allotment of all
except $2,422,000 of the fundation
fund to the State's 215 school dis-
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HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Fulton's oldest and most dependable Funeral
Home Establishment.
When death enters your home, you naturally
want people who have proven qualifications. We
have just that type personnel.

Sizes 3 to 6x, 7-12

$2.98 -- $3.98
SUB TEEN

DRESSES

$5.98 $7.98

Every man connected with this mortuary is a
qualified Embalmer and Funeral Director. There is
no waiting until an embalmer can be located.

Popular Girls

LOAFERS

$3.98

BOYS AND GIRLS

We have the best arranged, beautifully decorated, air-conditioned chapel, witli organ, at your disposal.
We have had air-conditioned ambulances since
April, 1957.

ANKLETS

4 Pairs $1.00

In addition to a wide selection of caskets, we can
furnish vaults of any type construction or material
you desire. (there is a wide variety.)

he SIX
e every

MI more
.. more
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d mins
•

Above all, it is generally conceded that your
dollar goes further, if you call
HORNBEAIC FUNERAL HOME
Fulton, Kentucky
Phone 7
Adult funerals from $99.00
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The News reports your - - - -

Diary of Doin's

Wheeler "Giving Away" cigars instead of "selling" insurance you
know that the "old man" has
every reason in the world to be
walking on air. The Rorie's live in
Nashville.
Biggest surprise of the week for
the home folks was to see DR.
THOMAS CALLAHAN AND
90N, SKIPPER, of Washington,
D. C. "slip" into Fulton this weekend. From what we learn this is
an unscheduled visit for Thomas,
but its for sure he must have gotten that "middle August" feeling
'way up there in Washington and
knew that the -feeling must be
a trip to Fulton . . . so he came
home. Lovely WILDA and the
rest of the Callahan clan were not
able to make the trip and that's
the only sad part of the week.
Somehow when we go to the
Farm Bureau picnic each year,
we just look around for Thomas.
But this year he m1ssed it by a
few days. . . could be he smelled
that Farm Bureau barbecue in
Washington and just follewed the
aroma home?

(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)

Ever go to a big city and stand on a street corner and
watch the throngs go by? Ever study the faces of the
people who saunter by and wonder what they're thinking ... what kind of homes they come from. . if they're
happy? Ever get the urge to stop them and ask just those
very questions? Well, this reporter has and last week
we got the sudden urge to take such a "pool" and we
did just that. Yes, while waiting for the children to get
their fill of dime store shopping we stood outside the
store on a busy St. Louis street and just interviewed
those folks to our hearts content.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Henderson
Probably what prompted the "pool" was the sack
dress. This controversial fashion of modern times puz- Bill Morris has returned home
after touring Europe with a farm
bles, intrigues and amazes us. As we looked at some of group.
the gals passing by with those "things" on we wonderMrs. Nick Nichols and baby reed whether they were victims of an eager sales girl turned
Sunday to their home in
or whether they bought the things to hide something Lansing, Mich., after spending
they've been trying to conceal for years. Moreover, we several days here with her par- In a candlelight ceremony Aug.9 at the Cayce Methoents, Mr. and Mrs. Pete Green. dist Church, Miss Cala McMurry, daughter of Mr. and
wondered whether the women really liked them or Jackie
Rawls, who has been in Mrs. James McMurry of Cayce, became
the bride of
were they just wearing them for fashions sake.
Lansing visiting her sister, returnLarry Henderson, son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold HenderFulton
them.
ed
with
to
Our first victims were two eld- was taken when we noted that
son, Sr. of Detroit, Mich.
erly ladies 'way past their sixties "Hansel and Gretel" was showing
Lt. Jack Helm, Who has been
The Rev. Warren Pafford performed the double-ring
. . and would you believe it, at the Municipal Opera in St. stationed in Korea for the past
these animated barrels had on Louis. Also on the program was year, arrived home last Wednes- ceremony before a background of white gladioli and
identical sack dresses of seersuck- a ballet from the Nutcracker day afternoon. In a short while he wrought-ir
on candelabras holding white tapers.
er. We couldn't resist walking up Suite, the "Dance of the Sugar and his family will move to MaryMrs.
C.
E.
Underwood, wearing a blue chiffon dress
to them and saying: "Are you Plum Fairy." Mary Jo was in a land, where he will be stationed.
with white accessories and white carnation corsage, presisters?" (Here let us say that trance during the latter portion
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Cole and
people are suckers for polls, or and since then has tried to walk
daughter, Pam, of Indianapolis, sented a prelude of organ music. Miss Betty Lacy, vocalpolls are for suckers.) Anyway like the prima ballerina . . . and
Ind. were guests of Miss Guide ist, sang "1 Love You Truly". She was wearing'a model
the ladies were agreeable enough does a fairly creditable job, too!
Jewell
last Wednesday evening. of blue chiffon and black accessories and
and replied, "No, we're just
a corsage of
But on to your doings since we They spent last week in Clinton
friends."
white carnations.
chatted with you last. GID AND

Miss Clara McMurry Becomes Bride
Of Larry Henderson On August 9

Whereupon your pool taker
asked: "How did you happen to
each have a dress of the same
material and style" They answered: "Well, its just funny. When
we met today we almost went
into hysterics when we saw that
we had on the same dress and we
lidn't even know that the othe.
had one."
'And that figures! Oops, we
mean there was no figure.
Our next question was: "Do you
Ihink the sack dress is here to
stay . . .?" It was the opinion of
our baggy friends that it was only
a fad. Thank heavens! !
Actually people of our particular physical structure should
welcome today's sack dress . . . it
would from many a diet free us,
and foolish notion.
But no . . we think it would
be an injustice to the children to
remember their mother as the
saddest sack of all!
The trip to St. Louis was a
combined business and pleasure
one. We have promised the children a trip to St. Louis to see the
zoo ever since they've been big
enough to know a zebra from an
elephant. So the long awaited trip

MONETTE WILLINGHAM, AND
MONETTE'S MOTHE R, MRS.
PARSONS, of Peoria, Illinois are
in Fulton for a visit and of course
their trips home make for happy
times in many homes around
town. Gid has been playing lots
of golf, we imagine, although we
haven't had time to check on his
score. Probably great, no doubt.

and Dresden visiting their parThe bride, escorted to the altar
ents, after visiting in Oklahoma
City with her sister. They return- by her father, was wearing an
exquisite waltz length gown of
ed home over the weekend.
white embossed bridal file overHarold and Fred Brockwell laid with tulle. The bodice fashave returned home after a two hioned with a shirred drape
weeks' vacation in Whiting, Ind., around the shoulders gave a
where they visited their sister, sweetheart neckline effect. MatchMrs. James Irvine.
ing gloves covered with tulle were
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Rogers elbow length and tapered to petal
and family of Grand Rapids, points over the hands. The bride's
Mich., visite' Mr. and Mrs. Joe headpiece was a lattace styled
juliet cap with a Chapel length
Brockwell last weekend.
veil. She carried a white satin
Mrs. Harold Davis of West Palm covered Bible topped with an
Beach, Fla. is visiting in Fulton. orchid and tube roses attached
to satin tapers
Mrs. Charles Ashe attended her

And in the blessed event department "three" little newcomers
have enriched the lives of "two"
former Fulton families. "One" son
was born to DR. DANNY BAIRD
AND JOAN in Norfolk, Virginia
early Sunday. The young fellow
has been given the name of
Danny McDade Baird, Jr. and that
makes a whole passel of grandmas, grandpas and great-grandmas and great grandgfes happy . Miss Linda Sue Palmer, brideindeed.
elect of Joel Stow Field of Martin, Tenn., was the honoree at a
But "Two" young ladies arriv- delightful
luncheon Wednesday,
ed at the home of JANICE
Aug. 13, at one o'clock at the Park
WHEELER FtORIE AND HUBBY,
Terrace. Hostesses were Mrs. Bob
WENDELL. We have it from our
Fowlkes and Mrs. Hillard Bugg,
good friend Myrtle Latta at Water
aunts of the guest of honor.
Valley that the twins are pretty
The guests were seated at a
as all get out with the prettiest
red (???) hair you ever saw. So long table, which held several
if you see Grandpa Bennett arrangements of summer flowers.
Places were marked with place
cards that held a cluster of tiny
blue ribbon bows, with seed
pearls on silver stems.

Miss Palmer
Complimented

Quality comes first
with

The bride-elect was dressed in
a pale blue linen sack dress, with
white accessories. Se was presented a pink corsage and was given
a piece of her chosen china.
Invited guests included—Miss
Palmer, her mother, Mrs. James
Palmer, Mrs. Hayden Fields,
mother of the groom, Miss Carol
Fields, Mrs. W. M. Wells, Mrs.
Doyle Killebrew of Martin, Mrs.
Buck Stow, Miss Judy Laws, Mrs.
Homer Laws, Mrs. Carmin Bowlin, of Dresden, Miss Carol Reynolls of Union City, Miss Charlotte Taylor of Sharon, Tenn.,
Miss Faye Hunt of Alamo, Miss
Shirley Grant of Rutherford, Miss
Glenda Pritchett of Finley, Tenn.,
Miss Ruth Caldwell, Miss Virginia
Forrest, Miss Annette Conner,
Miss Dianne Palmer, Mrs. Atilla
Hemphill, Mrs. Tom Counce, Mrs.
Charles Fields, Mrs. Mansfield
Martin, and Mrs. Jack Gilbert of
Lawrence, Kan

GOLD LABEL
BALER TWINE

09 You demand quality and depenability in your baling operation because breakage in the field cost you time, labor and
money. When you buy STATESMAN GOLD LABEL baler
twine, you are assured trouble-free operation. Here's why:
STRONGER—Average breaking strength over 295 lbs.
UNIFORM SIZE—Evenly spun. No jamming or slipping. It ties
and holds.
8% MORE FEET PER LB.—Guaranteed average of 225 feet.
CHEMICALLY TREATED—With insect and rodent repellent
for complete storage protection.

loin Bider Twin
Made,from carefully selected superior sisal Henequen fibres that
run Italy through binders without breaking or snarling. Guaranteed average tensile strength of 90 lb.. Treated for protecuoa
against insects and rodents.

Mrs. McClain Is
Hostess To Dinner

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
South Futlon
201 Central Ave.
YOUR SOUTHEP% STATES (00PERATIVE
13,

-4fAketktiv.P.,
Cala.
/6
Lake St

Fulton, Ky.

IT'S A BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Lee Ross
of Fulton are the proud parents
of a 6 lb. 6 oz son born at 10:45
p. m. August 19 at the Hillivew
Hospital. The baby was named
Steven Lynn.

REGISTRATION FOR
FULTON DANCE STUDIO
August 29th. 1 to 5 p. m.
Third floor. City Hall; Fulton. Ky.
Classes in
• Ballet

'Tap

• Acrobatic
Ages 4 and up
—For information, phone 1065 or write
Rosemary Peterson, Gilbert:Till', Ky.
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DOUR COUNT
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Mod•I 52223 T•51* TV
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No printed circuits
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r•poirs.

(25-1b. bag) Regular Price
(100-lb. bag) Regular Price
Total Regular Price

$460
$5.05
$9.65

BOTH FOR ONLY

THE ARDMORE
MINN 12321 Table TV
21" overall diog. 262 sq. in.
rectangular pictur• arms. Trim
metal cabinet In Ebony or
Maroon colors.

LIBERAL TRADE
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Roper Television and Radio
306 Main Street
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In addition ... you save an extra $26.50 and grow
a choice calf with Southern States Call feeds. Order
a'pod supply today and save!

IT ANY MEASURE ... ZENITH
QUALITY GIVES YOU MOSS
FOR YOUR MONEY

su an mail le sal Se ref bat

CITY DRUG CO.

Following the ceremony, Mr.
and Mrs. McMurry entertained
at a reception in the church annex. A beautiful styled lace cloth
covered the bride's table The
four-tiered wedding cake was topped with a miniature bride and
grootivand a froth of white netting surrounded the bottom of the
cake.
Assisting in the serving were
Mrs. Bill Eddlemon of Plymouth,
Mich., sister ef the bride, who
wore a yellow linene frock, fashioned on princess lines; and Mrs.
Charles McMurry of Phoenix,
Ariz., sister-in-law of the bride,
who was wearing a pink embroidered linen sheath
Immediately following the reception the couple left on a wedding trip. The bride was dressed
in a navy blue ensemble of raw
silk. She wore her orchid from
her bridal bouquet. Her accessories were white.

MAKE THE ZENITH VALUE CHECK

Mrs. Jewell McClain was hostess to a barbecue dinner on the
lawn at her home in South Fulton Tuesday evening.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Jack Black, Mr. and Mrs.
Lawson Conner, Mr. and Mrs.
'Buddy Carver and children, Mr.
and Mrs. Landon Roberson, Mrs.
Leland Jewell and Miss Ouida
Jewell.

You get the best when vou
get (Ink° baler and binder twine

cousin as matron of honor. Her
frock of ice blue chiffon featured
a full billowing skirt. The bodice
was designed similar to the
bride's. Her headpiece was a wedding rig hoop overlaid with blue
net trimmed with seed pearls.
She carried a nosegay arrangements of all white daises with ice
blue ribbon. Bridesmaids were
Mrs. Billy Curtsinger, whose dress
was fashioned of yellow chiffon
and Mrs. Howard Norton in yellow chiffon. Their dresses were
identically styled like the matron
of honor's. Their headpiece was
a wedding ring hoop overlaid with
yellow net trimmed with seed

pearls. They wried nosegays of
white Oaisias with yellow centers
and matching yellow ribbon.
Miss Carla Campbell, cousin of
the bride, served as flower girl.
She wore a pale pink chiffon
dress, highlighted by a darker
pink sash. Her headpiece was
identical to those of the other attendants. She carried a white satin
basket, trimmed with pink net
and seed pearls, filled with rose
petals.
Miss Margie Collier and Jo Forrest Campbell, cousins of the
bride, lighted the candles. Her
dress was a mint green with a
full skirt. She wore a wristlet of
white daisies.
Harold Henderson, Jr. of Fulton, brother of the bridegroom,
served as best man. Ushers were
Charles Jones and Bobby Harrison, cousins of the bride.
The bride's mother was attired
in a beautiful model of orchid
taffeta overlaid with matching
chantilly lace. Her white pill box
hat was trimmed with irridescent
sequins. Her corsage was of white
carnations. Mrs. Henderson chose
a lovely model of figured silk over
taffeta. Her accessories were
white and she wore a shoulder
arrangement of white carnations.

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
PHI

Phone 307

South Fulton

201 Central Ave.
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Nancy Peeples Becomes Bride
Of Jeff Lester Here On August 10
Sunday afternoon, August
tenth, at the First Methodist
Church, Miss Nancy Peeples
pledged her marriage vows to
Thomas Jefferson Lester. The
vows were exchanged before a
setting of white gladioli and
greenery encircled with candles.
The Reverend J. L. Leggett,
pastor performed the impressive
double-ring ceremony.
Mrs. C. L. Maddox, organist,
and Misses Sue Bowers and Martha Cunningham, vocalists, presented a program of nupital music
preceding and during the exchanging of the vows.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Clayburn I. Peeples
of Fulton. Mr. Lester is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Lester, also
of Fulton.
The bride, escorted by her father, wore a dress of embroidered
nylon over satin. Small pearls accented the scoop neckline and
pointed sleeves of her gown. The
full skirt which fell into a small
train was banded with nylon and
featured a satin bustle in the
back. Her elbow length veil of
silk illusion was attached to a
small lace crown edged with
sequins and pearls. She carried
a bouquet of talisman and yellow

brown orchid corsage.
Best man was Donald Mac
Speight. Groomsmen were Eddie
Moore and George Edd Easley.
Following the ceremony a reception was held and those assisting were Mrs. W. J. Speight, Miss
Betty Pee4es, Miss Jane Price of
Murray, fftss 'Nita Corbin, Murray, and Miss Katherine Cooke 'of
Dyersburg.
After a short wedding trip the
young couple will make their
home in Caruthersville, Mo.,
where Mr. Lester will be a member of the faculty of the high
school.

Beadles-Nelson
Vows Are Pledged

the beautiful Holmes Dept. Store
and were informed that Grace's
.i office was on,..tha third floor—so
we went up the escalator to her
floor. We were directed across the
enormous floor and there we saw
the most delightful office with a
beautifully arched doorway with
these Words written on it: GRACE
NLKLAUS, BRIDAL CONSULTANT. Grace was busily engaged
in conversation with one of her

I

CITIZENS OF TOMORROW:
STEVIE AND STAN POPE, ages
21 months twin sons of Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Pope of Martin, grandsons of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Allen
of Fulton and Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Pope of Martin, Tenn. Great
grandsons of Mrs. W. T. Doxey of
Union City, Tenn.

Of interest here is the an- LARGE CROWD—
(Continued ream Page One)
nouncement of the marriage of
Janet Vandergriff Beadles, daugh- & Glass; Joan Maynard, Fulton
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Harry Van- Roofing and Insulation;
dergriff of Mayfield, to William
Eugenia Harris, Fulton WholeHerbert Nelson of Dukedom, sale Florist; Sandra Stephenson,
Tenn. The impressive ceremony Gillum Transfer; Brenda Brown,
was solemnized at four o'clock dh Graham Furniture; Marie Hardy,
the afternoon of Friday, August 1, Grisham-Butterworth; Janice
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Hu- Vincent, Hickory Log; Judy Burbert Jackson and Mr. and Mrs. ton, Highland Lumber Company;
Jimmie Jackson in Dukedom. The Sara Little, K. Homra; Jackie
Rev. Cordis Womack, Cumberland ,Rawls, Ruth and Paul Hornbeak;
Mrs. Bill Cook of Dyersburg Presbyterian minister of Union Ruth Caldwell, Irby's Fashion
was her sister's matron of honor, City, Tenn., and the Rev. Bob Shop; Sandra Bowen, Jackson
She wore a waltz length dress of Williams were the ministers.
Drug; Suzanne Johnson, Jewel
pale yellow chiffon with a scoop
The nuptial vows were ex- Box;
Her
neckline and full skirt.
changed before the mantel which
Mary Ann Bennett, Jewell's
matching headband held a small was decorated with an arrange- Beauty Shop; Susan Bushart,
circular veil. She carried a bou- ment of pink miracle lilies in an Dewey Johnson; Sue Moore, Jones
quet of peach colored daisies.
antique crystal epergne flanked Auto Parts; Nancy Holland, KasThe two bridesmaids. Miss Mar- by tapers in crystal holders. The now's; Barbara Peeples, Kentucky
garet Lynn Peeples, sister of the fireplace was banked with ma- Utilities; Judy Moore, Killebrew's;
bride and Miss Donna Sue John- gnolia leaves. Arrangements of Elaine Beggs, Main Street Barber
ston, wore identical dresses of summer flowers were used Shop; Sue Helmbrecht, Paul Nailpale chiffon. They wore matching throughout the home.
ling Implement;
head bands and carried bouquets
For her Inarriage the bride
Judy Wolberton, National Pool
of white daisies.
chose a Paul -Farness dressmaker Equipment Co.; Jessie Belle GamFor her daughter's wedding, suit of gold Italian silk. The jac- blin, National Stores; Shirley
Mrs. Peeples chose a gown of ket designed with blouson effect, Sell, Noffel's Department Store;
tucked navy sheer. She wore a was fastened with self covered Betty Gregory, 0. K.-Parisian;
corsage of pink roses. Mrs. Les- buttons. The skirt was pencil slim. Peggy Peeples, Park Terrace; Eva
ter, mother of the groom, wore a She wore a black velvet picture Jo Reams, Pepsi-Cola Bottling
beige lace sheath dress with a hat and other black accessories. Company; Gayle Hayes, PritHer shoulder corsage was a vivid chard's Ornamental Irons; Wanda
fuschia orchid.
Outland, Pure Milk Company,
Ophelia Speight, Ray's SandMrs. William Carlisle, sister of
the bride, was the matron of wich Shop; Cynthia Oliver, Reed
honor. She wore a floral printed Brothers; Mildred Stephens,
The following were patients in polished cotton frock in tones of Janice Downey, Smith's Cafe;
the local hospitals Wednesday yellow designed with portrait Shirley Satterfield. Wick Smith's
morning. August 30.
neckline and brief sleeves; the Inc.; Betty Fay Peeples, Taylor
Fulton Hospital:
skirt was softly gathered. Her hat Chevrolet; Hazel Grissom, Joe
John Dunn, Lansing, Michigan; and other accessories were white, Trees Station; Laraine Fields,
Mrs. Mabel Tibbs, Water Valley; and she wore a white carnation Wade Furniture; Marion Blackstone, Warren Jewelers; Nancy
Mrs. Milburn Conner, Martin; Mr. corsage.
Bushart, P. H. Weaks' Suns; Gayle
Uel Laird, Dukedom; Mrs. Mary
Cooley, Vincent's Service Station;
Fite, Clinton; Johnny Coleman, FULTON HIGH—
Barbara Boyd, WFUL and FulDayton, Ohio; Mrs. J. W. Eakes,
(Continued from Page One)
ton News; Patsy Dedmon, Bob
and baby, Clinton; H. B. Walker,
ter'. llth *grade, 160 pourQB; White Motor Company.
afti- E. C. Collies, Wing();
Don Burnette, No. 12, 8t1tede, Sponsoring merchants paid $10
it L. Conley, Alamo. Tenn.;
140 pounds, E; Philip Andrews, for each entry in the contest.
Mrs. Mabel Berryhill, Collinsville,
one letter, 11th grade, 190 Firms donating but not sponsoring
Ill.; Mrs. Elbert Winstead, Dres- No. 15,
FB; Glynn Cook, 16, two an entry in the beauty revue were
pounds,
Kendall,
Mr.
Bob
White,
den;
Lee
letters,
12th
grade, 175 pounds, Burrow Real Eestate, City Coal,
Carl Kindred, Mr. Charlie StepTommy Fields, 20, one letter, The Keg, K. P. Dalton and A.
henson, Mrs. S. A. McDade, Mr. HB;
11th grade, 153 pounds, E; Joe Huddleston.
Jessie Allen, Mrs. J. T. Travis,
Bennett, 21, 10th grade, 150
All receipts from the opening
Mrs. Martin Nall, Ed Thompson,
Butch Buckingham, day activities will go into the pool
Mrs. Cora Roach. Mr. Horace pounds, FB;
letter, llth grade, 180 fund.
Reams, Mrs. Lizzie Love, Mr. Her- 22, one
pounds, HB.
man Thompson, Harold Grissom,
Robert Stephenson, 23, one let- SEA FARING—
Mrs. R. V. Putnam, Sr.,. Pauline
Willett, Catherine Lowe, Mrs. ter, 11th grade, 180 pounds, HB;
(Continued from Page One)
Bobby Barclay and Mrs. James A. Roger Pigue, 24, 12th grade, 170 steps . . . but, anyway, I made
pounds, HB; Tommy Bowden, 31,
Jeffress, all of Fulton.
it!
10th grade, 145 pounds, E: Hal
Hillview Hospital:
Now, Jo has been doing all of
E;
pounds,
10th,
145
Warren,
33,
Charlie Thedford, Ruthford;
this talking about HOW MANY
11th
grade,
36,
Bushart,
Clester Simmons, Dresden; Boss Duncan
friends I have . . . listen, you
Martin, Cayce; Mrs. Ralph Jack- 150 pounds, G; Gary Williamson, should just be in New Orleans
son, Mrs. Walter Young, Mrs. 44, 11th grade, 155 pounds, T; with her! Yeu see, she lived there
Ernest Coltharp, Mrs. Harold Ross Jim Newton, 46, one letter, 12th —in fact, she went to high school
and baby, Mrs. Burnice Long, W. grade, 150 pounds, HB; Freddy there . . . and she has friends on
0. Sizzle, Mrs. Thomas Bruce, Harper, 47, one letter, 12th grade, just about every corner! Let ire
Mrs. C. D. Jones, James L. Har- 155 pounds, FB;
tell you about her very dearese.!
ris, Mrs. L. D. Wright and Mrs.
Jerry House, 48, one letter, 11th friend. Her name is Grace NI
William L. Kimbell, all of Fulton. grade, 145 pounds, HB; Richard klaus. She is Bridal Consultant
Jones Hospital:
Brittian, 49, one letter, 12th grade, for D. H. Holmes. In fact, she is
Pete Mansfield, Martin; Bill 160 pounds, E; Philip Jeffress, 50, one of the South's most outstandBrown, Dukedom; Randall Cruce, one letter, 12th grade, 175 pounds, ing consultants. And she's such
Union City; Sara Ann Ingram, E&T; Bill Burnette, 52, 10th a petite little lassie! Jo had told
Clinton; Mr. and Mrs. Carl Kim- grade, 175 pounds, HB; Ward me so very much about Grace,
belin, Earl Staires, Mrs. Ruby Burnette, 53, one letter, 12th but I had pictured her as a largNiesler, Mrs. June Vincent, Mrs. grade, 170 pounds, T.
er person, maybe it was because
Cecil Choate, Mrs. J. P. Hale,
The probable starting lineup for of the position she holds—it just
Robey,
Billy Meacham and James
the first game will be: Bobby didn't seem that a "little" person
all of Fulton.
Hyland, Capt. Charles Sisson, could handle such a "big" job.
Capt. Johnny Allen, Tommy Al- Let me tell you that after havlen, Charlie Huddleston, Barry ing talked with Grace for just a
Bondurant, Jimmy Green, Charles minute, it was certainly evident
Willingham, Ladd Stokes, Mickie that she could "handle" ANY job!
Calliham, John Mann, Jimmy Actually. I'm getting a little ahead
Dixon, Charles Rice, Jimmy of my story, Jo and I went into
Mrs. Dawson Huddleston won Cheatham, Joe Johnson, Bobby
at
the high score prize at bridge
Powell, Merrell Davis, and manaLadies Day at the Fulton Country gers, Donnie McKnight and RoClub Tuesday. Mrs. Milton Callland Carter.
ham won second and Mrs. J. R.
The cheerleaders are Ruth
Hogan won bridge-bingo.
Following lunch at noon games Butts, Capt., Mary Ann Bennett,
of bridge and golf were played in Chan Covington, Patsy Fall, and
Nancy Bushart.
the afternoon.

HOSPITAL NEWS

=lM

Mrs. Huddleston
Wins At Bridge

$4.60
$5.05
$9.65

The Fulton News, Thursday, August.21, 1958, Page 5
ing with Grace and Limy are a
couple who are so alive—with
their interesting jobs—and their
lovely home. They were a real
Inspiration to both of us. As we
left her on the corner of Royal
Street, I wished that I might have
known Grace Niklaus better. New
Orleans is fortunate to have her
as a citizen!

(Enter Jo)
We left New Orleans on Friday
afternoon sind arrived in Clarksdale, Miss. to spend the night
with my family. Arrived home
about six p. m. Saturday. Paul
had left that morning for Fort
Meade, so "IMA toleing ya, it
wuz gud to get back to. ole Fulton."

SAVINGS ARE A WNW
SUPER RIGHT
CHOICE QUALITY
C
e°

Grood Beef E.:
Round Steak

Super Right

LB.
Full Cut
Or Boneless
Bottom

(

Fully Matured Beef

Fish Slicks . • • • • •

3 Pigs. 95c
Stewing Hens
)L. 39g
Semi-Boneless Hams:tauus
:7;C=( )Lb.85g
59,
Skinless Wieners:7,r:tight
Sandwich Steaks
•

8 Lbs.
Up

8 To 12

FRESH FROZEN OCEAN

Lb. Avg.

pe
Lb.

Perch Fillets
f 5 lb. Box
$1.39 I

4,41:0

4 Steaks)
11
:::69
g

Lb.ie

Cabbage

5k Potatoes
..19° Celery :•'''ra

New Whits

Honey Dew
Egg Plant

a..

Large

ALP FROZEN

Orange Juice 26.-t.490

Dole Frozen Pineapple Juice 0.... _ rcf,'„; 43c
Dole Frozen Pine-Gr. Fruit Juice... 2=43c
*

MILD (LONGHORN STYLE)

Cheddar Cheese

Lb. 490
35`
44c

Nat. Brick

Ch
Milk H.„,..

eese Sliced

10t
Bag ii

LARGE FIRM
GREEN....,

8-07..

Or Mu.nst.rI

Pkg.

/
1
2 Gal.
Ctn.

JUICY SWEET JANE PARKER
BLUEBERRY OR BLACKBERRY

2.5

Cobblers

Large ler

SILVERTOWN

Fig Bars

2

P.KLBG..

39

Whole Chicken Blue Star 3/
1
4 n 99c
Eight O'Clock Coffee 3 1" 15-159c
Luncheon Meat t:,:tr
Ifnz-39C
Yukon Club
...29c
Beverages (phis sot. Dap.)
LI
3 21:O:
:
4z
Plum Preserves "6:20f7aflibei
2 J., 39c
16-0s.
Iona Peas Ma*"
Can 10C
Pt. II,. Qt.
ble 011
Bot .27‘,
dexola Vegetable
Sot.
Own
ALP. Own

Dexo

3

Shortening

77c

ConLb.

490 Stokelys Green Beans
Pie
Wax Beans
194 Stokelys
Donuts
25c
Stokelys Tomatoes
Stokelys Ketchup
490 Stokelys Chili Sauce
Chiffon
Orange
PARKEJN
29c
Stokelys Cocktail Sauce
Rolls
( 290 Stokelys Honey Pod!ems 2 37c
1 `
Woman's Dar-7:::
2 :.",.210
Ivory Soap
69c
Zest Soap( RT: )2 29g Wesson Oil z
Zest Soap ( )2 430 Reynolds Wrapz—d=29;
22c:67c
2 25/1 Joy Liquid
Lava Soap
95€
Duz Soap Powder 34,4 Criscosh—na (
49(
790 Vaselenez.(
Oxydol
65€
Tide Detergent(°E?Yka. 320 Lesthil
1.4-0. 27c
Chef-Boy- spaghetti
Dash Detergent a:: 390 Ar-Dee
z 33gr:770
Dreft
ATLANTIC &PACIFIC
790
347:
Duz
Your

Special

Choice

154 Ox.1.1
Can LIG

GOLDEN. CINNAMON OR SUGARED

184 05.ir

Special
Dos.

Can

LeRC

16-0x.
Can

,ANE PARKER CAKE

ei 14-0s. .20
L Bottles .7 711..

Rep.

12-0z.
Bottle L7C

59c Special

e
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od
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CADILLAC AMBULANCE SERVICE

408 EDDINGS STREET

Tax
°ft)

Pt.
': 340G::

es

OUTSTANDING FUNERAL SERVICE

We have two Cadillac ambulances—both air-conditioned and
oxygen-equipped—ready to go, day or night, And it costs no
more to use this service.

4-0e.
Sot.

With

Our services are dedicated to those who desire and appreciate courteous, efficient and dignified Funeral Services. We
have always met any competitors' prices in this area.

Ave.

assistants until Jo just casually
said, Hello! You may well imagine
how surprised Grace was. This
was the first time they had seen
each other in about 13 years! So
Grace called her delightful husband, and they took us to lunch
at Brennarus. Brennan* famous
restaurant has always been a favorite New Orleans spot for me.
One has a feeling of the old New
Orleans hospitality. We loved be-
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wotil
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otirsitrA
N

DEPENDABLE FOOD RETAILERS SINCE 1851

TEA
CO.
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family residence four miles east
of Latham, after being ill for several months.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Lula
Love Maxey; four sons, Sammy
Maxey, Monroe Maxey, and William Maxey, all of Palznersville,
and J. T. Maxey of Dresden; four
daughters, Mrs. Rupert Pritchett
of Gleason, Tenn., Mrs. Preston
Mansfield of Dresden, Mrs. James
Benham of Cleveland, Ohio, and
Mrs. Alfred Brandt of McKenzie,
Tenn.; and a sister, Mrs. Sweetie
Laws of Palmersville.
Services will be held Thursday
(today) at 2, at the New Hope
Baptist Church near Lacewell.
Burial will be in the church cemetery, with Jackson Brothers Funeral Home of Dukedom in charge
of arrangements. The body is at
the family residence.

DEATIIS

Winners Of 4-H Club Exhibits
Are Announced By Mrs. McLeod

• AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Melds •

will
to by their many friends around committee. Any dosmUon
certainly be appreciated. Rememthis locality.
ber the date for year 'SO is se(Last Week)
cond Saturday in August.
Mr. and Mrs. Buren Austin have
Mr. J. D. Lessner and his broof their home
ther Buton Laaatter, Chicago, Ill. begun remodeling
will be modern
recently visited their cousin Bu- In this district. It
also Mr. and
ton Lassiter and family near here In every respect,
Austin are erecting
Henry
Mrs.
their
They spent a portion of
in the same area
vacation with their relatives in a new home
in apperance.
and around Murray, Ky. This is which adds much
Mr. and Mrs. Limey Murrell
their first visit here in several
left last week for Akron, Ohio
years.
after a two weeks visit here with
Rev. Arthur Wilkerson filled his each of their relatives. Mr. Murregular Lord's Day appointment rell recently retired from Fireat New Salem Baptist Church
stone Rubber Company and is now
the past Sunday at 11 a. us. Suntaking life easy at his home there.
day School at 10 a. in. with HoThe revival closed at Knob
ward Harris Supt.
Creek Church at Christ SunMr. and Mrs. George Haygood day night after a week, sermons
and children of Elgin, Ill. spent delivered by Rev. Boone Douthith.
the past weekend heee with parThe baptismal service was held
ents, Mr. and Mrs. It A. Mathis
Sunday night where one cs.nidate
this villiage.
was immersed.
The past Saturday many gatherOver near State Line Road the
ed at Morgan Cemetery which Is new home of Mr. and Mrs. Sam
annual meeting for up keep of Mathis is now nearing completion
same. This is another of best kept and they will be moving in very
cemetery over this area and a soon. Some last minutes touchneat Job shows the effort of Mr.' up jobs will be finished by con011ie Simpson caretaker. Contract tractor Mr Banta. This is a nice
was let to Mr. McClain: the son addition to that area.
of Mr. and Mrs. Saloon McClain
Farmers continue to save bay
for up keep next year. The comhere, and the Velva Hawks equipmittee in charge wishes to anment has been very busy the
nounce, that • new fence will oe
past week. Everywhere there is
built right away and funds are
no hired help available, so farmneeded for this. So those who
ers join in to help each arid all.
are interested are asked to send
in ,our contribution or ire the
Subscribe To The NLWS

Mr. and Mrs. Wes. Jones of
St. Line Grocery near here,
Winners of the 4-H Club canspent the past week on vacation
blue; Jean BurJesus answered, Verily, verily,
ning and clothing exhibits at the Nancy Shuff, one
In Chicago, Ill. where they were
be
man
a
Except
Joyce
red;
thee,
unto
one
1 my
Farm Bureau Picnic last Wednes- nette, two blues,
Josephine guests of three sons, Hershel.
red;
born of water and of the Spirit,
Lynn
one
Davie,
Mrs.
by
day have been announced
Harriett New- Robert and John Wayne. Each
he cannot enter into the kingdom
Bertha McLeod, Home Demon- Hancock, one blue,
Greer, one ,,ef the Jones boys have had emAnna
and
of GOD.
one
red;
ton,
stration Agent. The girl winners
ployment in the windy city LosSt. John 3: 5
blue.
were:
the past few years.
one
McGinness,
Joan Clare
Elaine Butler, 20 blues, 11 reds,
Mrs. Almary Hawks is very 111
Joyce
blue;
and five whites; Linda Arrington, blue; Lois Kemp, one
blue; Sheila at the home of children, Mr and
one
Marie
Everett,
five
Thompson,
Rita
blues;
two
Mrs. Letue 0 Gargus, wife of
Mrs Vein, Hawks Sr near here,
blues, one red; Pattie Mason, one Moss, one blue; Virginia Ann
Tom 13. Gargus of the Beulah
Brasfield, one blue; Patsy Owens, and is under medical treatment
Ann
Susan
red;
one
and
blue
community, died about 7 Thursof Dr. Paul Wilson of Dresden,
Glidewell, one blue and one red; one blue; Jenny Lou Hardy, one
day morning in Carton County
he having made several calls the
blues;
two
Crocker,
Brenda
blue;
Ann
blues;
two
Sheila Moss,
3eneral Hogretal, where she was
past week to her bedside. Every
red.
one
Mitchtun,
Kitty
one
Sue
Little,
Adams, two blues;
idmitted as patient Wednesday
good wish is extended for restorThe boy winners were:
red; Karen Green, two reds;
night. She was 74.
Edward Butler, one red; Joe ation.
Janice Yarbro, two blues; Susan
Services were held at 3 Friday
Miss Karen Gayle Frielcia left
Lynn Duke, three blues and one
Mayfield, two blues.
Ann
afternoon at the Johnson Grove
Carreen Harrison, one blue; red; Gregory Leon Bransford, one today for Paducah, Ky. for a visBaptist Church, east of Union
red;
it with her cousin Judy Mitchell.
Mary Lou Maddox, one blue; Mar- blue; Charles Everett, one
City. The Rev, Robert Moore offigaret Sue Maddox, one blue; Jimmy Scott DeMyer, one blue; While there she will attend a
church
the
was
In
Burial
ciated.
Jimette Dedmon, one red; Brenda Bob Watts, one blue and one red; swimming party, and the McWhite - Ranson
with
,!emetery
Kaye Griffin, one red; Barbara Harry Watts, one blue; Cooper Craken County Fair.
charge.
eungral Home in
James David Robbins, 115 Jef- Jane Lattus, one red; Annette Biz- Watts, two blues; Paul Glaser, The new home of Mr. and Mrs.
born In ferson, died Saturday afternoon
was
Mrs. Gargus
well, one red; Nancy Williamson, two reds; Billy Call, two reds; Etam Mathis Is now completed
)saves County, Ky., and moved at 4:20 at the Jones Hospital. He one blue; Linda McMullin, one David Fields, fotw. blues; and
and they are meeting in. It Is a
to the Beulah community in 1935. was 90.
red; Kathryn Jones, one blue; Lynn Major, one blue.
modern, two bedroom complete
10,
April
She leaves her husband; four
Mr. Robbins was born
with bath and carport.
Genius,
sons, Emmett
James 1868 at Sedalia, Ky., and was the
IT'S A BOY!
Rev. Arthur Wilkerson filled his
3argus and Chester Gargus of son of William Robbins. He was
Mr. and Mrs. William P. Eblen regular appointment at New Salem
Union City and Elton (3-argus of a farmer and a former employee
of Lexingtoi are the proud par- Baptist Church the past Sunday
'eulton, Ky.: four daughters, Mrs. of the NC 8z St. L. Railroad.
ents of an 8-lb baby boy born at 11 O'clock after Sunday School
Roberts
Roy
son,
a
Mrs.
leaves
of
Memphis.
He
Osterholt
Earl
August 18th at Good Samaritan at 10 a. in. The evening service
3. L. Humphrey of Redondo of Fulton; three grandchildren,
Hospital in Lexington, Ky. Mrs. held at the usual hour.
North
of
Humphrey
ComLarry
Mrs.
Mrs.
3each, Calif., and
Eblen is the former Marian KearMr. J. T. Puckett spent the
modore Maynard and Mrs. Charles Ridge, Calif., James Robbins of
by, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. weekend
Mrs.
Danny
with
his
wife
and
3abor of Fulton; a brother, Jim North Ridge, Calif.,
Crutchfield.
of
Bryant Kearby
and
Puckett
Paula
daughter
'arharn of Palizeasville: two els- Robbins of Fulton; a great grandPuckett. in Dukedom He will
ITS A BOY!
:ers, Ma. Ben Kibbler of Pal- daughter, Sharon Humphrey of
leave Monday morning to resume
nersvale and Mrs. Fioyce Harris North Ridge, Calif., and several
Mike Sullivan, Jr.,
Mrs.
and
Mr.
his duties as a welder in Clarkssf Fulton, and a number of nieces and nephews at Mayfield. IT'S A BOY!.
of Paducah are the proud par- ville. Tenn. where he has
been
He was a member of the Church
-randchildren and great grandand Mrs. Danny Baird of ents of a son. Thursday, August
Mr.
of Christ at Fulton.
nildren
weighed 7 employed for some time
baby
The
parproud
the
1958
are
7,
Va.
Norfolk,
Funeral services were held
During the past week much
ents of a son, Daniel McDade pounds. 4 ounces and has been
Monday afternoon at 230 at the
hay was sowed throughout the
Baird, II, born Sunday. August named Barry Lynn.
beChrist,
of
Church
Lebanon
area by Velva Hawks Sr. equip17, 1958 at Norfolk. The baby
IT'S A BOY!
William Carlos Maxey, 64, died tween Cuba and Mayfield, with weighed 7 and 14 pounds.
ment, the Baton Lassiter Machofficiating,
Mr and Mrs. Paul Henderson ines, Basil Mathis end son power
at 7:30 Tuesday morning at the Oliver Cunningham
of Warren, Mich., are the proud balers have been employed early
ITS A GIRL!
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Eakes, Ful- parents of a seven pound, 12 and late.
ton, are the proud parents of an ounce son, named Roger Lee. The
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Westbrook
eight pound, six ounce daughter baby was born Tuesday. Aug. 12, spent Saturday afternoon in Mayborn at 7:05 p. m. August 16, 1958 at 7 p. m.
field, Ky. Saturday afternoon in
Mrs. Henderson is the daughter Mayfield. Ky. with children Mr.
at the Fulton hospital.
of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Gilbert of and Mrs. Graham Wilkins.
ITS A GIRL!
Fulton. Mr. Henderson is the son
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Vincent were
Mr. and Mrs. James Pogue, of Mr. and Mrs. Dick Henderson
Sunday dinner guests of their
proud
the
are
Martin,
Route 3,
of Fulton.
uncle. Mr. Rubbe Vincent and
parents of an eight pound, 14
More important than the kitchen drain are the Pipes
Mrs. Vincent in Dukedom.
ounce daughter born at 3:57 p. m. ITS A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Bobbie Austin
that drain the human system!
Mr. and Mrs. James B. Bell of
August 11, 1958 at the Jones HosNashville are the proud parents of near Mayfield were in our
pital.
Bowels, Bladder, Sweat Glands, and especially that little
of an eight pound, 14 ounce son, midst visiting Sunday afternoon.
Duct that drops antiseptic lubrication into the lower bowels
TWINS!
James H. Bell, Jr., on Tuesday, The Austin,- were former owners
Mr. and Mrs. Iris Errol Howell July 29, 1958, at a Nashville hos- and operators of the St. Line
from the Gall Bladder.
the proud parents of twins, a pital. Mr. Bell is the son of Mr. Grocery a number of years ago,
are
Nausea,
causing
trouble,
you
give
pipes
these
If any of
and a girl, born at a hospital and Mrs. Luther Bell of Fulton.
boy
and the business is now owned by
Gas, Bloating, Headache, dull pains in lower right side, someIn Colorado Springs, Colo., Aug. 7.
Mr. laid Mrs. Weas Jones
The boy weighed three pounds, 10 ITS A BOY!
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Draatimes back, or Constipation, try 0-LIVER SALT'S in full
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Faulkner ale and children spent the past
ounces and was named Steven
glass of water before breakfast each morning—Just one dose
Glynn, and the three pound, six of Fulton are the proud parents of week here with Mr. and Mrs.
a day. Feel it sweeten your stomach, clear your head, relieve
ounce girl was named Sheryle a six pound, 13 ounce son, born Forrest Darnell and other relatLynn. The grandparents are Mr. at 6 a. m.. Monday, August 11, ives They will leave Wednesday
the gas bloating, correct constipation, cheer you up, feetiresh
and Mrs. Henry Sublett and Mr. 1958 at the Obion County hospital for their home in Baltimore. Md
.
all over.
at Union City.
and Mrs. John Howell.
and are making the We by motor
Mrs. Drizzle is the former HarGIRL!
A
IT'S
"Life depends upon the Live?"
riet Farmer.
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell H. Rorie
Lelut. and Mrs. /1m ;Briggs
parproud
the
are
Nashville,
of
Guard it with 0-LW -ER SALTS
and children, Richard and Nano,
Jennifer
daughters,
twin
ents of
will arrive here from N. C. this
Lee and Jeanette Linn, born at
Rock-and-roll television per- week for a visit with parents
9,
August
Saturday,
m.,
a.
10:30
25c
&
50c
SIZES,
TWO
IN
SOLD
Smith will be charged Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Westbrook.
1958 at the Baptist Hospital in former Ray
In a warrant with disturbing the while Lieut. Briggs is on fureougt
weighed
girls
twin
The
Nashville.
STORES
GENERAL
AT DRUG AND SOME
morning from the armed Forces. Their
2 ounces and 5 peace after an early
/
5 pounds, 21
fracas with a girl at Wickliffe, visits are always looked forward
ounces.
six
pounds,
OR BY MAIL POSTPAID
Ky., said Sheriff Roger Giles.
Mrs. Rorie is the former Janice
The girl, Shelby Jean Unsell,
Wheeler, daughter of Mr. and
to take a warrant for
from
Mrs. Bennett Wheeler of Fulton. refused
Smith after Giles found her lying
on the payment, apparently after
assisted by the Lebanon minister. having been beaten.
Burial was in Robbins cemetery
Neighbors called the sheriff at
near Mayfield. Whitnel Funeral 3:30 a. m. after the noisy quarrel
Home was in charge of arrange- broke out at the corner where
Union City, Tennessee
ments.
Highways 51 and 60 intersect.
Subscribe To The NEWS
The girl wasn't believed to be
badly injured. She identified her
assailant as Smith, but refused to
take a warrant for him.
Sheriff Giles said however that
county officials would take a warrant themselves chargirig breach
ON FULTON-MARTIN HIGHWAY
of the peace.

Mrs. Tom Carps

J. D. Robbins
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HELLO!

W. Carlos Maxey

We are happy to announce that we have been
appointed as an authorized agency for

KEEP YOUR PIPES OP=
AND CLEAN !

rrs

Ray Smith To
Face Charge

Benjamin Moore Paints
Come visit us in our new office and showroom
at 112 Lake Street (next to the new Charlie Scates
office in the old City Motor Company building).
You can be sure of courteous treatment and highest quality paint products at al times.
--RUSSELL BOAZ

BOAZ PAINT COMPANY
Fulton, Ky.

112 Lake Street
Telehon• 111

41111111111=E011/

. . . you'll get that ole rocking
chair feeling of happy easy living
with a . .

OLIVER'S S. 0. DRUG CO.

SOUTH FULTON DRIVE-IN MOVIE
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Mrs. Cavita Olive, secretary of
the Twin-Cities Chamber of Commerce, is on vacation this week.
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comfort of a platform rocker ...'you have your choice of cloth or
•

Stop in saytime
meet your friends hers
—you're welcome at
all times. Ask to see
ami try the latest model LUNN instrument
of IOW choice. No obligation. Ask about
purchase
e.
inn
ENTALtrivilPeg
e"Y
with lt

TWO OF THE BIGGEST
0.."

,

plastic upholstery in colors to fit your needs.

EASY, EASY TERMS. . $5.95 DOWN,$2.00 WEEK
NO CARRYING CHARGE

EXCHANGE FON. Co.

(full COldr)

re..ee Jaw r

SELLS REGULARLY
FOR $39.95
NOW AT JUST

Nothing, but nothing gives you that relaxing, restful feeling like the

JIM DAVIS

SUN.—MON. TUES
AUG. 24, 25, 26

PLATFORM
ROCKER
$29.95

ONES THIS SEASON
Church Street
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Usual 50c Admission
UNION CITY, TENN.
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By Marie Holland
Home Demonstrator, Kentucky Utilities
No one has ever explained why
bacon cooked in the open air
smells better and tastes better
than bacon broiled in the kitchen.
That's true of hamburgers, fresh
.assught fish, steaks and I could go
en and on. The aroma Of campfire
coffee makes some people positively poetic.
When the weather is fine, a
smart homemaker serves meals
outdoors. Sometime breakfast out
in the back yard on a week end
wren the chores allow; a picnic
dinner after church; or supper on
the porch. You can be sure of
good appetites, plus plenty of
help. The family is some how
more ready to lend a hand on an

-outing.

a snack or a meal wherever
there's an AC electric plug. A
roaster is handy for porch plugin cooking too.
Wherever you have your picnic grounds, it is very handy and
nice to have some out side outlets so you can plug in any of
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• Around Lowes Store

SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING

Mary Vick

Mr. and Mrs. L. L. White had
grandchildren visiting from ColoThirty Explorers and three rado last week. Apd are now exleaders of the Four Rivers Coun- pecting grandchildren from Michcil, Boy Scouts of America have igan.
returned from a 2,800-mile trip
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald W. Youngthrough the West which included
a 12 day stay at the Philmont er have as their guest Mrs.
Valk AM PRYOR
Younger
cousin
from
Harris
Apassimnd Assoc Mesh Ceara aillsoul Scout Ranch at Cimmarron, N. M.
Station, Tenn.

your small appliances, electric ?arm accidents annually claim
skillet, deep fat fryer, coffee mak- from 3500 to 4000 lives each year,
ers or any otrer small appliance more than any other major industry. Farm Safety Week has
you might like to cook on.
been design from July 20th to
Your cook-out. can be planned 28th this year. From 12,000 to
in advance or become a spur-of- 15,000 farm resident lose their
theh-moment adventure. With lives each year in all types of acsalad vegetables from a summer cidenta and furthermore a millgarden and a well stocked home ion or more farm people suffer

Highlight events included visits
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Vick of
to Fort Levenworth, Kansas, Fort
Carson, Colorado, Dodge City (In- Route 3 are planning to attend
cluding Boot Hill) Pikes Peak, the live wrestling in Paducah, Ky.
Garden of the Gods, The Royal Saturday Aug. 16.
Gorge and Kit Carson's home.
Mrs. Thin Reese has her home
Leaders for the group included looking nice and cool, she has
Charles Clifford of Paducah, had all the rooms and woodDempsey Stokes of Mayfield and work repainted.
Here's hoping I will see you
Roy Welunan of Union City, Tenn.
Explorers represented Union City, again soon with a little more
Tenn., and Fulton, Mayfield, Pa- news from around Lowes Store,
ducah and Lone Oak and a visit- which is operated now by Mr.
ing Explorer from Evansville, Sobby Williamson out on Martin
highway you can't find a nicer
Ind.
country store to do business with.
Plans for 1959 include a similar
Mr. and Mrs. Hubert Vick left
expedition into Canadian wilderness by canoe. The last Canadian Saturday the 9th for Clarksville,
trip was conducted in 1955 with Tenn, and came back by the
way of Waverly, Tenn. had a big
29 explorers participating.

freezer, the menu shouldn't be accidental injuries, miseries and
For meals on a breezeway or any problem. You may have lost other troubles resulting from acporch you can't.beat a rotisserie your enthusiasm for roasted cidents.
which can barbecue, roast, broil, frankfurters and toasted marshaccidents
and
deaths
Many
toast, grill orifry. It's ready to fix mallows long ago, but not your could be avoided on the farm, if
children.
only more precautionary safety
Here is a good philosophy for measures were adopted by farm
a cook-out: Don't fuss or hurry. owners, managers and employees.
Enjoy the cooking as well as the There is a need for a program of
One of the outstanding adveneating.
Select your family's favor- work to avoid accidents and deaths tures of the trip was the hike over
;tit MOM/
ites, then cook each to perfection. on the farm, the same as is Clear Creek Mountain at an eleAUT:MATIC
practiced in industry Many cases vation of 12,000 feet. The scouts
of sadness by loss of loved ones, got so cold they heated rocks to
TO APPEAR ON TV
and also land court cases could put in their sleeping bags to keep
Mrs. W. D. McLeod, Fulton be dissolved if such practices warm.
County Home Demonstration were adopted.
"We didn't believe it could be
This year farm safety specialists so cold in the summer time", one
Agent, will be seen over WPSDTV, in the near future. Shelp.ie slat- from the Extension Services and Explorer said, "but it was worth
ed to take part in one Of the private organizations have select- it."
weekly Kentucky Homemakers ed two areas on which to conWildlige seen by the group at
programs.
centrate efforts on farm safety.
Philmont Scout Ranch included
These two are (1) farm fires
deer, elk, porcupine, bison (bufand (2) harvest accidents. Plarmfalo), Jackrabbits and numerous
prepared
have
been
Mg guides
birds. One group of scouts spent
and distributed to help every one a day,"On Survival". During that
design a safety program for any time they lived without food other
in
the than that which they could find
organization interested
National program to keep down and their diet included clover
aecidents.
blossoms, grasshoppers, wild
Fires alone, on the farm causes onions and gooseberries.
a loss of $150,000,000 each year.
In addition to the financial loss
from 700 to 800 farm persons
lose their lives each year as a
result of fire. Harvest accidents
account for more than 100.000
Homer McGowan. a 15-year-old
farm work mishaps and a very
Fulton Negro, has been sent to
Our TV repair men are trained to
large number of people are disthe Kentucky Youth Home for
service every standard set. Call
abled as a result of being careentering
and breaking into Forus for dependable service.
during
machinery
less with farm
the harvest periods. Accidents re- rester's Shoe Store recently.
o'clock last Wednesday night. ,
sulting from the use of farm
McGowan admitted to the theft
machinery was 27.4 per cent of
was tried before Juvenile
and
on
accidents
number
of
total
the
306 Main Street
Phone 307
farms in 1957. Many, or actually Court with Judge Bondurant premost of these could have BEEN siding. McGowan said he took beMORE tween $12 and $20 in silver.
ONLY
AVOIDED. IF
PRECAUTION had been practiced.

fish dinner just beyond the Tennessee River. They met a lot of

long lost kinfolks.
Miss Linda . Sue and Master
Gary Dee P'ertursop children of
Mr. and Mrs. Dee Ferguson are
spending a few day in Union
visiting their Aunt Berdie
guson.
Miss Linda Sue Ferguson
as her guest for the past

City
Ferhad
few

days Miss Jo Nell Bellew of P'ulton.

Obion County 4-H
Members Attend
Annual Roundup

local

sponsors

were:

the campus, visited the great
Smoky Mountain National park,
attended the Carousel theater to
see Shakespeare's "Mid-Summer
Night's Dream;" and attended the
Vol State award ceremony.
Winning district scholarships to
the round-up were: Elaine Prather, frozen foods winner, and Marilyn Owens, farm and home safety
winner, both of Woodland Mills;
Gerald Caldwell of Troy, forestry
winner, and Dickie Collier of
South Fulton, dairy winner.
Receiving

scholarships

All types at Insuranee

SAVE ! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covering everything"
On Lake fit.
Phone 4011
Fulton, Ky.

from

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Long Term — Low Interest
No appraisal fee
You pay only for the time that you use
the money.

Obion Weakley Nat'l Farm Lou Ass's
A. C. Fields. Sec-Tress
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee

Colored Youth
Admits Theft Here

Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service

Roper Television

BOTTLED
IN BOND
4 YRS. OLD
lee PROM

Also available: HEAVEN HILL Kodak
Straight learlica, 6 year, 90 prat
HEAVEN

PINT
14.113
MAUI PINT...MAP
QUAIN...1111.40

HILL DISTILLERIES INC

AZ

BEST FOR THE JOB!
Preferred by millions frail
Canada to the Gulf. These triple
stitched, 10 oz. Sanforized
overalls, in blue denim and
selected stripe denims, are bull
for comfort and hard wear.

1, Ky.

Farm and industrial workmen
like the double woven pockets
and the doublit-lined suspenders
that eliminate "old fashioned"
overall "roping".

A convention which is expected
to draw more than a thousand exservicemen and their wives will
be held in Paducah next April.
The convention is the "Southland Dixie Promenade," an annual social gathering of "40 and
8" members from the states of
Arkansas, Louisiana, Texas, Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee,

Georgia, Florida and Kentucky.
The convention will be held
April 17-19 at Paducah. The program will include a two-mile long
parade, grand ball, roast beef
banquet, ladies fashion show,
tours of Kentucky Dam and Lake,
mint julep party, smoked oyster
cocktail hour fried chicken and
double-yolk egg breakfast, barbecued coon and catfish.
Forty-five minutes will be reserved for a business session.

NOFFEL'S
DEPT. STORE
Lake St.
Fulton

The parade promises to be the
largest in Paducah's history. Included in it will be boxcars and
locomotives of the 40 and 8 of
each state, plus marching bands
and drill squads from most of the
states.
Plans for the Promenade already are being formulated by
state members of the 40 and 8

and Chief Paduke Post 31, American Legion. The 40 and 8 is
an honor society of the Legion
organization.
Date of thll convention was announced Saturday by the convention committee of the Association
of Commerce.

We honor Government Purchase Orders
• on the ACS program, from Fulton and
ALL surrounding couniies.

GRINDS BY WATER POWER
McHargue's Mill at Levi Jackson Wilderness Road State Park
still grinds meal by water power
just as it has done for many years.
The park is located just south of
London on US Highway 25.

HAPPY VACATION/
OWING WAS MEANT TO BE FUNI
GET 11.F.000DIRICH SMJLEAGE
AND STOP WORRYING ANOUT YOUR TIRES!

111.60001tICN GUARANTEED SAFETY-S

NEW TIRES

WATER AVAILABLE
In addition to five major
lakes, Kentucky has more than

Complete stock of materials (nitrate,

MU Tau ad

Iletreslabls Tire

SPECIAL OFFER
NYLON
FITS PRE-'57
MODELS OF FORD,
CHEVROLET, PLYMOUTH,
HUDSON, NASH, AND
STUDEBAKER

RAYON TERI-TYPE

OCILUTUI NYLON

ruas.Tyve

Mies Tax sod Ihrtrsamlable The

14,000 miles of running water avallable to fishermen.

phosphate or potash), or complete fertilizer
_at—

ITS HERE
The Sensational New Invention

CITY COAL COMPANY
Telephone 51

Fulton, Ky.

Larry

Thompson and Nancy Daniels,
both of Onion City, Leon Faulkner, Jimmy Sturgis and Linda
Thorpe, all of South Fulton; Patsy
McCollum and Bettye McCollum,
both of Woodland Mills; Linda
Thirteen Obion county 4-H
Carter of Rives and David Erwin
members attended the annual 4-H
round-up held on the University of Troy.
of Tennessee campus Aug. 18-23.
Go To Church Sunday
While there the 4-Hers toured

Sutherland's "MD" Tram
No Belts — No Straps —
No Odors
Approved by Doctors — The
World's Most Comfortable
Trues

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.

Fultou

*131:7E..ir.'NCHARLIE SCATES STORE

B.F.Goodrich tires

LAKE STREET
FULTON, Kti.

PHONE 389
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CART? OF THANKS

Crocker-Box
Wedding Solemnized

Jerry Madding; second alternate,.
Carnie Johnson.
Community 6--Chairman, John
FREE PARKING!
Cude; vice chairman, Isaac Snead;
I wish to express my sincere
In a recent ceremony at the
regular -member, L. E. Maloney;
thanks to my many friends who
first alternate, Charles Bright;
remembered me with your pray- First Methodist Church in ClinALL KINDS OF KEYS made
second alternate, J. T. Hale.
ers, visits, flowers, and cards ton, Kentucky, Miss Patsy Ann
while you wait. Forrester's
Community 7—C lif ford Mcwhile I was inethe Baptist Mem- Crocker pledged her marriage
Main.
Shoe Shop, 204
Wherter, *chairman; Fred Bowers,
orial Hospital and since I came vows to Charles David Box, in
the presence of the immediate
vice chairman; Fred Adkins, reguAcross From
horne.
HYBRID tomatoes for sale, at the
families and close friends. The
lar member; Marvin :Isbell, first
/
2 miles
Wales Austin farm, 11
Coca-Cola ant
W. W. Jones
Rev. A. C. Morrison, pastor of
alternate; Melvin Hilt second alnortheast of Fulton off US 45.
the church, officiated. The only
ternate.
5c per pound at the farm; bring
attendants were Miss Faye CrockCommunity 8—Chairman, HerMack Ry
containers.
MOTORCYCLES' new and used. er, sister of the bride and Jim
man Wheatley; vice chairman,
Charles Stafford
Delbert Orr; regular member, Ray
Barney Corner, 405 Ferry Box, brother of the bridegroom.
WHITE OAK timber wanted: we
The bride wore a street length
Dunn; first alternate. Ellis Hobbs;
Street, Metropolis, Illinois.
buy white oak standing timber;
model of pale blue polished cotsecond alternate, McKinley Huey.
custom stave and heading bolts. PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
ton with white accessories and
Community 9—Chairman Lemexpert rebuilding, reconditionContact us for prices and speciher corsage was an orchid.
mie Stover; vice chairman, S. P.
fi, ations. National Distillers
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
HOT PRICES ON
Miss Faye Crocker wore a loveCutler; regular member, Sam Car'..'roducts Co.; Box 65, Wingo,
Company, Union City, Tenn.
ly dress of pink organdy and her
roll; first alternate, Earl ThurKy.
roofing
Asphalt
rool
corsage was white carnations.
man; second alternate, Ruben
MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
(108 Sq. Ft. to roll)
Immediately following the wedFOR SALE — Seedlie.g pecan
Mayes.
and automatic models, $139.95
GRAND CHAMPION JERSEY: Ward Burnett.
ding, a reception was held in the
trees, 12 to 18 inches high.
and up. Sales and service.
10—Chairman Al45-lb.
$1.85 roll home of the bride's parents, Mr. (above, left) walked away with the Grand Champion- lenCommunity
Price 25c each. Individually
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
Pierce; vice chairman, Heferd
potted. Ready for transplanting.
and
Mrs.
Dewey
Crocker.
2.30 roll
55-lb.
ship in the Jersey show at the District Dairy Show at Muse; regular member, J. W.
After a wedding trip the couple
Call or write West Greenhouses,
Kirk; first alternate. James Pols•
2.65
roll
Pecan
Roper
phone 2361 or
will make their home at 200 Sixth Mayfield Monday. George Burnette, his brother (second , grove; second alternate,
R. D.
90-lb. with slate __$3.15 roll Street, Fulton, Kentucky.
Company, phone 2632, Hickman,
from left) was a!so a winner in the competition (see ;Latimer.
Ky.
story).
Community 11 —F hairma n„
SOUTHERN STATES
James H. Smith; vice chairman,
Fulton Co-Operative
Long TermsBrenta Moore; regular member,
TAKEN TO /4111111P1118
-Easy Payments
W. P. Hudson; first alternate,
201 Central Ave.Phone 399
Rufus B. Sellars was taken from Haywood Green; second alternate,
LAWNMOWER
The Nell Hardy W. M. U. of
Jones Hospital to the Baptist Hos- Edd Pierce.
Crutchfield Baptist Church met
pital in Memphis in a Whitnel
Community 11---Chairman, Ray
NEED REPAIRS ?
Miss Patricia Ann Towery, ambulance Tuesday.
Thursday night, Aug. 14, at the
Quinn; vice chairman, Herman
church for their regular meeting. daughter of Mr. and Mrs: Joe
Cole; regular member. D. W.
The president, Mrs. Lewis Patrick, Towery of Rt. 1, Farmington, be- COMMUNITY—
Storey; first alternate, C. I. Gore;
Expert engine tune-up and
came
the
bride
of
Billy
Burk
presided over the brief business
second alternate, John R Walker.
mower sharpening.
Suggs, son of Mr. Roy Suggs of
session.
(Contiesed from Page One)
—Insurance-Community 13 —Chairma n,
New
Boston
Michigan
and
Mrs. Underwood;
The G. A. girls met also.
second alternate, W. Sterling Stone; vice chairman,
The program, "Some Barred Ouida Burk of Lynnville, July 5, N. Hammonds.
Hugh D. Adkins; regular member,
List your
Doors", was given by Miss Narie at two in the afternoon at the
Community 2—Chairman, Ches- George Botts; first alternate.
WARD'S
Free pickup and delivery
Farm and town Property
Moore and Mrs. Walter Nichols. home of her parents.
ter Thomas; vice chairman, Wen- Charles A. Barham; second alterThe Rev. J. R, Puckett officiat- dell
in city.
with the
Those taking part were Mrs. Ira
MUSIC SHOP
Cunningham; regular mem- nate, 0. B. McCord.
Henderson, Mrs. Macon Shelton, ed at the double-ring ceremony. ber, Romer Isbell; first alternate,
Community 14—Chairman, Jesbride,
The
given
in
marriage
by
Miss
Narie
Moore,
Mrs. Donn
RCA and Magnavox
A. L. Fowler; second alternate, se Baird; vice chairman, George
CASHION'S
Myatt, Mrs. Ira Saddler. Miss her father, wore a ballerina- G. L. Snow.
Wright; regular member. Herman
TV and Hi-Fi
Myra Henderson and Miss Norma length gown of white ruffled
Community 3—Chairman R. A. Holloway; first alienate, Dave
nylon
tulle
and
Chantilly
lace
Specialized Service
Dale Yates sang a special number.
Cole; vice chairman, Jack Free- Miller, second alternate, Veryl
Phone 1555
Union City The meeting was dismissed with over satin featuring a molded man;
See them when you want
regular member, J. E. Hicks; Albright.
prayer. Refreshments were served bodice. She carried a bouquet of first alternate, Dick Mitchell;
Phones 559 and 459
to BUY OR SELL.
Community 15—Chairman,
(Complete stock)
white carnations.
by
the
hostess
to
12
members
and
second alternate. Rice Wilson.
Horace Cutler: vice chairman,
111 East State Line
selection
Good
of
Miss Linda Fletcher was the
records
eleven
visitors.
Community 4—Chairman Char- Eugene Snead; regular member,
kerma From Browder Mill office 203 Main St.
Phone 5
bride's only attendant. She wore a
on LP ..nd 45 rpm
Ladies in Water gown of pale yellow. Her should- les H. Gibson; vice chairman, J. P. A. Crocker, Sr.; first alternate,
Mail orders—Snecial orders ATTENTION:
Valley, Crutchfield, Pilot Oak, er corsage was of white carna- T. Witherspoon; regular member. C. 0. Berry; second altei nate,
Eugene Forrester; first alternate, Fred Cunningham.
Cuba, Lynnville, Cayce, Duke- tions.
M. R. May; second alternate, B.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding maCommunity 16—Chairman, Hardom: for profitable part-time
Douglas Moore served as the T.
Graham.
ry McKinney, vice chairman,
chine and electric floor polishwork. Must have 18 hours bridegroom's best man.
Community 5—Chairman,Char- George Finch; regular member,
er and electric vacuum sleepWE RENT - - Out-of-town guests at the wedavailable to earn $41.30 in these
les Homer Clear; vice chairman, Raymond Wallace; first alternate,
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
ding
were: Mr. and Mrs. Roy John
special areas; no experience
R. Orr; regular member, Harry Bushart; second alternate,
Phone 35, Church Street.
Hospital beds
needed.
Write Mrs. Betty Suggs, Mrs. Cleatus Douglas and Charlie Davis; first alternate, W. A. Smith.
(Garland Merryman, Cecil Wade)
Clara,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
E.
E.
WilkerBaby
Piercy;
P.
0.
beds
Box
1006,
Jackrepreseting
the
I AM NOW
215 Main
Phone 126 son, Tennessee, or phone
Jack- son, and Mrs. J. R. Puckett.
Greenfield Monument Works
CITY QUIZZES—
Roll-away beds
Ky.
Fulton,
Mr. and Mrs. Suggs are making
son 2-1889 after 8:00 p. m. If
and will appreciate the opor,continued from Page 071e)
Vacuum
Cleaners
their
home
with
her
parents
at
rural area, include direction to
tunity to show you our beautiof course is not exempt from insurance, so you would have
present.
Motorola—Capitol—RCA
Floor polishers
home and phone number.
ful line of memorials. Tom
an additional saving on your household furnishings, and if
HiFi, tape recorders
Hales, Fulton; phone 124.
you have your furnishings insured for $3000 you would save
SUMMING
IT
UP—
WADE FURN. CO.
record players
an additional $11.40.
(Continued from Page One)
rHE BEST deals are "TaylorFulton, Ky.
Phone 103
Is your insurance non- Tenn., last week. Services were
3. A sewer system would be built throughout Highlands.
Complete selection
Made." See Ellis Heathcott or
held each morning and each evenDan Taylor at Taylor Chevrolet.
cancellable?
This additional extension of water and sewer would
of RECORDS
ing. Rev. Woodside was speaker
Phone 38.
require the issuance of revenue bonds against the revenue of
Mine is.
at the Kenton High School Fri..
CHEVROLET owners we genuine
the entire city system.
Pops—classical—gospel
Know of anyone who day morning.
PLANT ENGLISH walnut trees
Chevrolet parts for best perforRather than create a separate sewer district ind
for profit and beauty: plant
has
had
their
insurance
mance service satisfaction.
Juin our Record Club
assess a tax on the property it would be proposed to place a
All students who are returning
acres of them or if you just
Available in Fulton only at
cancelled?
to college this fall, or who are
monthly sur-charge on the water and sewer bill sufficient to
Buy 10—get one free
have room for one or more
Taylor Chevrolet Company,
planning to enter for the first
pay that part of the entire Improvement for extending and
I Do.
shade trees, plant English walWe
sell
ALL brands TV,
"Your
Chevrolet
Authorized
are asked to either call or
nut trees they come into bearbuilding the lines through Highlands.
Want to make your in- time,
Dealer in Fulton". Lake Street, radios, Hi-Fi and recorders
write the News this week, giving
ing much quicker than pecan
Now, if the people in Highlands would prefer we
surance non-Cancellable? your name, parents, college to atphone 38.
and produce much larger crops
could build the sewers in Highlands on an assessment basis,
tend, year of school, what you
WELLS DRILLED for industry
See or Call
with a high market value. These
and the bill could be paid in cash upon completion or upon a
plan to major in, etc. An article
trees are grown here in West
and homes Modere equipment,
10-year payment plan. To give you an example of a surBOB
HYLAND
listing
all
the
students
will
appear
Tennessee. They stand much beexperienced workmen. Write
charge: assume that it will cost 2108,000 to extend water and
Insurance Agency
In the News at a later date.
low zero temperature. Get your
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
sewers in Highlands and the minimum water bill might be
order in now to be sure of trees.
Fulton, Ky
Phone 1185 — Box 315
Mr. and Mrs. Grady Varden and
assumed to be 82.00, with 50% added as a sewer charge,
Write to W. A. Ledbetter, Fulson, Ceylon, and Mrs. Virgil
which amounts to $1.00, and that 50% is added as a surton, Ky. Route 2 or call 1416Davis returned home Sunday
M2.
charge, this would make your total minimum water and
night after spending a week in
Variety of Patterns
sewer charge $4.00. Today you are paying a minimum of
Fort Collins, Colo., visiting with
For The
Variety of Fabrics 1
Mrs. Davis' daughter, Mrs. C. E.
$3.25 for water with no sewerage, except your own septic
SPINET PIANO
Benedict and Mr. Benedict. They
tank.
$29
95
VALUES
REPAIR SERVICE
WANTED: Responsible party took Alan Benedict, who has been
4. The City's natural gas mains would be extended, if
to take over low monthly pay- here visiting his grandmother for
RADIO AND TV
there was sufficient demand, and the charge for gas would
a
month,
home.
While
on their
ments on a spinet piano. Can
be uniform over the city.
and
Straw Hats 1/3 Off
be seen iocally. Write Credit trip, they saw many interesting
Any make—any model
, 5. Street lights would be installed over the area.
sights.
Manager, P. 0. Box 11, Shelby6. Police protection would be provided.
Capt. Felix M. Gossura and
7. Garbage service would be available.
ville, Indiana.
RICE'S MEN'S WEAR
WOOD & PRUITI"TV
Capt. Robert P. Westpheling, who
8. The Planning and Zoning Commission would zone the
216 Main
Phone 235
have been on two weeks active
300 Walnut St.
Phone 211
area and protect residential property.
duty training with the 439th Civil
9. There would be no plan to enforce the construction of
Affairs-Military Government
Authorized RCA-Victor
SAVE MONEY
streets
until the people on the streets demanded it.
Company
at
Ft.
Meade,
Maryland,
Sales and Service
Buy Auto Insurance on
10. Voting privilege as a city precinct would be effective
returned home Sunday, August
nt the next election after annexation.
17.
Our 3-PAY PLAN
it at
We would appreciate your ideas on this matter and after
10% DOWN 30% In 2 MOS. — Harold Wayne Davis, convicted
TV ANTENNAS: We Install—
careful consideration of this letter, you are requested to fill
kidnaping
a
Missouri
of
State
30%
in
6
MONTHS
trade—repair and move. Get
in, sign and return to the City Clerk the enclosed form by
Trooper, lost his plea for a new
No Interest. No carrying
our prices. We service all makes
September 1, 1958.
trial last Thursday in Louisville.
Charges.
TV:Phone 307. Roper Television
Thanking you for your Consideration ,and we suggest
Davis, who is at Alcatraz PriYour policy is typed and
1958 MODEL
that you read this letter again before acting.
ready for you in a few min- son in California, sent a handFOR THE BEST Deal tin Office
Furniture Company
GIBSONS
Very truly yours,
utes, and coverage is effec- written motion to U. S. District
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker.
Judge Henry L. Bropits In Louistive immediately.
1-ton, 9,400 BTU
See James O. Butts at The
NEL,90N A. TRIPP
ville, who had senterced him and
Harvey
Caldwell
Co.,
Church Street
Fulton
Mayor
$179.95
Wick Smith Agency
Carl Edward Burton to life In the
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
CALL
62
—
168
2-Ton,
17,400
BTU
kidnaping.
Phone 674. We trade for your
Old equipment.
$259.95
Do you use "mixes" from your
Jiake tarry martial' day
grocer's shelf? Did you know you
NOW is the time to get your
Bring your repair jobs to
can make these same mixes at
WANTED TO BUY
Comm(
Typewriter and Adding MacWEBB'S
home?
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
We pay cash for good secondMaking and using homemade
Welding Blacksmith,
Peeples, Service Manager of
hand clothes; men's, women's
mixes was the subject Mrs.
Shop
and
Machine
The Harvey Caldwell r,.,
or children's. Must be in good
Maxine Griffin, County Home DePhone 169 repair, and clean;
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Out- 4th St.
JAMES C. CROFT,
we need
monstration Extension Agent of
fitters, Phone 674.
owner and operator.
them for our new second-hand
Carlisle County, and Mrs. Martha
clothing store
Randolph, Assistant County Home
GET THEM FIXED
Demonstration Extension Agent
RIGHT at
Frankum's
DON'T WAIT UNTIL ITS TOO LATE
in Training, discussed on the
103 McDowell Street
Kentucky Homemaker Program
Texaco Service
next to Pierce-Cequin
ON PEARL STREET, in top location, close to school, vacant
on WPSD-TV, Channel 6, WedReservatiems available at
Lumber Co
nesday, August 20, 12:30 to 1:00
and ready, 3 bedroom, frame dwelling. This is old home that
Fulton
Went State Line
p. m.
Phone 345
Pine Mt. State Park, Pineville
needs some decorating. Owner will finance to responsible party.
Sirs. Vernon McAlister was
$7,250.00.
Carter Caves State Park, Olive Hill
honored on her birthday with a
ON PASCHALL STREET,/
diner-party
Cafe
at
the
Derby
1
2 block of town. This is old home
Natural Bridge State Park, Slade
recently.
DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
that is livable, close in and convenient and is a bargain at,
Butler State Park, Carrollton
General
Those attending were — Mrs.
CALLING COLLECT
$2,000.00. Vacant. The lot alone is worth price of this for future
McAlister, Miss Oulda Jewell,
Pennyrile State Park, Dawson Springs
commercial purposes in Fast Growing Fulton.
Mrs. Leland Jewell, Mrs. Meryle
For Every Occasion
555 FULTON, KY.
Helms, Mrs. Margaret Satterfield,
ON COLLEGE STREET, two bedrooms, recently redecorated,
...amd otfter parks...
Mrs. Jewell McClain, Mrs. Jack
129 MAYFIELD, IfY.
in "A-1" shape and vacant. I can finance this with 21,000.00
Conner.
and
Mrs.
Mamie
Black
HALLMARK greeting cards
down to right man. $6,500.00. Total Price.
Miss Kay Cherry visited recently at home before going to Florence, Ky, to accept a teaching
WICK SMITH AGENCY "
owe h5itiezney.1 wad/ iturzYgi
positidn. She Is the daughter of
Phone
20
J
eixor44.44.
Fulton
_meet& riegediklfelra
INSURANCE — PHONE 62 or 160 — REAL ESTATE
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cherry and
was graduated from U. K. lint
46r2tpae.4-.
Ase
&ma le
spring.

CLASSIFIED ADS

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

FARM LOANS

Nell Hardy WMU
Meets Thursday

Atkins, Holman
and Fields

Towery-Suggs
Wedding Announced

Fulton Real Estate Co.

M & W Appliances

WASH 'N WEAR
Summer Suits

NOW $21.95

BEST

CLEANEST

USED FURNITURE

AIR CONDITIONER_
SPECIALS!

by/

EXCHANGE

BURNETTE
TRACTOR COMPANY

•

Visit
Kentucky State Parks
this fall

FLOWERS

Fishing—Boating—Riding—Golf—Hiking

GILLUM

TRANSFER CO.

Scott's Floral Shoppo

JENN1
for the ltx

Not

The week
August 23 1
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